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Abstract
Besides the role of genetic information storage, DNA has been proposed as a new material in nanotechnology.
The idea came from the nature-occurring Holliday junction (HJ) which allows more than 2 DNA strands to
be assembled. Multiple HJs can be combined with desired orientation to form complex 2- or 3-dimensional
objects. One of the most popular methods that realize this concept is the DNA origami. The basic principle
of DNA origami is the programmed folding of a long (tens of thousands of nucleotides) DNA strand into
a custom shape, guided by multiple specially designed short DNA strands which connect different parts of
the long DNA strand through HJs. Since its first demonstration in 2006, not only large (up to hundreds of
nanometers) and complex 3D objects with sub-nanometer precision have been produced, but some of them
were able to perform active functions.
Experimental techniques, including atomic force spectroscopy, small-angle X-ray scattering, transmission
electron microscopy (TEM), super-resolution optical imaging, FRET and magnetic tweezers, have been
applied to study the global structure and dynamics of the DNA nanostructures. Recently, an atomic-level
model of DNA origami in situ has also been obtained, which showed considerable deviation from the idealized
structure. A few experimental studies reported the ionic permeability of DNA origami constructs placed on
top of a solid-state support or embedded in a lipid bilayer membrane. However, the transport properties of
DNA nanostructures and the underlying mechanism have remained relatively unexplored.
Here, several simulation studies focusing on the transport properties of DNA nanostructures are pre-
sented. Specifically, a comprehensive study on the ionic conductivity and mechanical properties of DNA
plates of different lattice type, the number of layers, nucleotide content and cross-over pattern in the electric
field were performed. The ionic conductances of a range of DNA channels embedded in lipid membrane were
obtained. Several factors were found to affect the ionic conductances of DNA channels, including channel
aggregation, channel unfolding and blocking by lipid molecules. The smallest and the largest DNA chan-
nels so far were developed. The first DNA scramblase which facilitates the translocation of lipid molecules
across the membrane was developed. These works represent potential applications of DNA nanostructures
in biosensing, nanofluidics, drug delivery and biomedical engineering.
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Chapter 1
Background
1.1 The molecular structure of DNA
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Figure 1.1: The molecular structure of DNA. (A) The structures of the Adenine (A)–Thymine (T) (left)
and Guanine (G)–Cytosine (C) (right) base-pair and the DNA double helix (center). In the ball-and-stick
representation of the base-pairs, each atom is colored differently (C: cyan; O: red; N: blue; H: white; P:
ochre). The molecular surfaces of the base-pairs highlight different components of each nucleotide; the bases
of A, T, G and C are colored by blue, green, yellow and red, and the deoxyribose and phosphate of each
nucleotide are colored in magenta and gray. The DNA double helix (center) was colored using the same
scheme as the molecular surface. The 5’ and 3’ indicate the corresponding 5’ and 3’ ends. (B) A reduced
representation of the DNA double helix shown in panel (A).
As the macromolecule that stores the genetic information, DNA’s structure is a long polymer. Each
monomer is a nucleotide. There are three major components in a nucleotide, including the base, deoxyribose
and the phosphate, Fig. 1.1A. Based on different bases the nucleotide has, there are 4 types of nucleotides in
nature, adenine (A), thymine (T), cytosine (C) and guanine (G). A DNA strand (single-stranded DNA, or
ssDNA) is a polymer chain of different nucleotides. The order of the nucleotides is called the DNA sequence.
The DNA strand has a polarity (asymmetry), which is defined by the orientation of the 5’ and 3’ carbon
1
of the deoxyribose on the nucleotide. Thus, a DNA strand has a unique defined DNA sequence, which is
read from the 5’ end to the 3’ end. Most of the organisms in nature use double-stranded DNA (dsDNA) to
store the genetic information. In a dsDNA, two DNA strands are held together by non-covalent interactions
including the hydrogen bonds. To form the hydrogen bonds, nucleotides on one strand have to correctly
pair with nucleotides on the other strand to form base-pairs following the rule: A pairs with T and G pairs
with C. Due to the 3-dimensional structure of the nucleotides, when two DNA strands formed base-pairs
with each other, the structure will twist and form the famous double-helix structure of dsDNA. In many
molecular biology textbooks or the design of the DNA nanostructures, to reduce the complexity of the DNA
structure, A dsDNA would be represented as two parallel lines, Fig. 1.1B. The two parallel lines represent
the two DNA strands. The short lines connecting the two DNA strands represent the base-pairs. The arrows
indicate the polarity of each DNA strand, from 5’ to 3’.
In the rest of this chapter, current advancement of self-assembled DNA structures and current computa-
tional model of DNA structure will be reviewed.
1.2 Self-assembled DNA structures
To build custom self-assembled structures out of DNA, a four-way DNA junction, known as a Holliday
junction (HJ) [1] made of four separate DNA strands, was used as the fundamental structural unit. HJs
naturally occur in cells during homology recombination for repair of breaks in double-stranded (ds) DNA
or chromosomal crossover in meiosis [2]. The angles between the 4 DNA strands (4 arms) can be tuned as
desired, Fig. 1.2A,B [3]. The number of the arms in a DNA junction can also vary from 3 to 12 to create other
types of building blocks to make complex 3D DNA objects [3]. By connecting multiple junctions, several
complex geometrical objects have been demonstrated before. Some of the early designs reproduced basic
geometric forms such as cubes [4], tetrahedrons [5], octahedrons [6], or cylinders [7]. Fig. 1.2C illustrates a
DNA cube formed by six 80-nucleotide-long synthetic DNA strands [4]. Each edge of the cube is two turns
of dsDNA (∼7 nm); the corners of the cube contain three-way junctions.
1.2.1 DNA origami
Although the principles of structural DNA nanotechnology based on short synthetic oligomers were estab-
lished in the early 1990s [3,4], the techniques were not widely used because synthetic oligomers were expensive
and limited to < 100 nucleotides (nts). Besides, since large objects made of short oligomers were fragile
with low yield, most of the self-assembled DNA objects were only tens of nanometer size. In 2006, with the
2
rmed that the intended shape is realized (text S1sertion of the charged DNA structure into the
Fig. 1. Synthetic DNA membrane channels. (A) Schematic illustration of the
channel formed by 54 double-helical DNA domains packed on a honeycomb
lattice. Cylinders indicate double-helical DNA domains. Red denotes transmem-
brane stem; orange strands with orange ellipso ds indicate cholesterol-modied
oligonucleotides that hybridize to single-stranded DNA adaptor strands. (B)
Geometric specications of the transmembrane channel. LengthL = 47 nm, tube
diameterD = 6 nm, inner diameterd = 2 nm. The length of the central channel
fully surrounded by DNA helices is 42 nm. The star symbol indicates the position
of a 7-base strand extension acting as a“defect” in channel“mutants” [l = 15 nm
for mutant M1 andl = 14 nm for mutant M2; see text S6 and caDNAno maps
(gs. S22 to S24)]. (C) Cross-sectional view through the channel when incor-
porated in a lipid bilayer. (
puried DNA channel structures (clas
displayed in gs. S1 and S2). (
adhering to small unilamellar vesicles (SUVs) made from POPC (1-palmitoyl-2-
oleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholin
of vesicle size distribution and binding e
to S9. (G) TEM image of DNA channels binding to an extended lipid bilayer in the
upper right part of the image. DNA channels are found predominantly on lipid-
covered areas or sticking to SUVs (see text S2).
robust but could be described as floppy if they
ba
Figure 5
Early topological constructs built from DNA. ( a) A cube-like molecule. This
molecule is a hexacatenane; each edge corresponds to two double helical turns
of DNA. Each backbone strand is drawn in a dierent color, and each one
corresponds to a given face of the cube. Each is linked twice to each of the four
strands that flank it, owing to the two-turn lengths of the edges. (b) A DNA-
truncated octahedron. This molecule is a 14 catenane, again with each edge
consisting of two turns of double helical DNA. Although the truncated
octahedron has three edges flanking each vertex (i.e., it is “three connected”), it
has been built using four-arm junctions.
stranded DNA topology. A crossover in a knot
or a catenane can be regarded as being equiv-
alent to a half-turn of DNA, which can be ex-
ploited accordingly (33). Thus, it has proved
fairly simple to produce a variety of knotted
molecules from single-stranded DNA (34), as
well as a number of specifically linked cate-
nanes. Some of these constructs have been used
to characterize the topology of Holliday junc-
tions (35). By using left-handed Z-DNA, it is
possible to produce nodes of both signs in topo-
logical products. This aspect of DNA topology
was exploited to produce the first Borromean
rings from DNA (36). An RNA knot was used
to discover that Escherichia coliDNA topoiso-
merase III (but not topoisomerase I) can act as
an RNA topoisomerase (37).
3.2. DNA Origami
DNA origami entails the use of a scaolding
strand to which a series of smaller staple strands
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Figure 2 | DNA origami shapes. Top row, folding paths. a, square;
b, rectangle;c, star; d, disk with three holes;e, triangle with rectangular
domains; f, sharp triangle with trapezoidal domains and bridges between
is the 1st base, purple th 7,000th. Bottom wo row , AFM images. White
lines and arrows indicate lunt-end tacking. White brackets i
height of an unstretched square and that of a square stretched vertically (by a
ANRV413-BI79-03 ARI 27 April 2010 17:56
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Self-assembly of branched DNA molecules to form larger arrangements. The
image on the left shows a four-arm branched junction made from four
dierently colored strands. Its double helical domains are tailed in 5 sticky
ends labeled (clockwise from the left) X, Y , X , and Y; the sticky ends are
indicated by small extensions from the main strand (our convention is to
ends by arrowheads or, as here, by half arrowheads). The primed
sticky ends complement the unprimed ones. The image on the right shows how
four of these junctions can self-assemble through this complementarity to yield
a quadrilateral. The sticky ends have come together in a complementary
fashion. Note, this assembly does not use up all the available sticky ends, so that
those that are left over could be used to generate a lattice in two dimensions
1.3. Convenient Synthesis
of Designed Sequences
Biologically derived branched DNA molecules,
such as Holliday junctions, are inherently un-
stable because they exhibit sequence ymme-
facilities has been around since the 1980s. To-
day, it is possible to order all the DNA com-
ponents needed for DNA nanotechnology, so
long as they lack complex modifications, i.e., so-
called “vanilla” DNA. In addition, the biotech-
nology enterprise has generated a demand for
many variants on the theme of DNA (e.g., bi-
otinylated molecules), and these molecules are
also readily synthesized or purchased.
2. INITIAL STEPS IN
THE PROCESS
There are two fundamental steps eeded to per-
form projects in structural DNA nanotechnol-
ogy: motif design and sequence design. In gen-
erating species more complex than the linear
duplex DNA molecule, it is useful to have a pro-
tocol that leads to new DNA motifs in a con-
venient fashion; this protocol, based on recip-
rocal exchange, is presented in Section 2.1. Of
course, whatever motis designed, it must self-
assemble from individual strands. Ultimately, it
is necessary to assign sequences to the strands,
sequences that will assemble into the designed
motif, rather th n some other structure. The se-
quence symmetry minimization procedure of-
ten used for sequence design is presented in
Section 2.2.
C D E F
G I J
scaold loop in one corner serves as an intrinsic
marker to determine the angles adopted by the
gridiron, and the angles display a bimodal distri-
bution with nearly equal amplitudes, centered at
76° T 7° (SD) and 103° T 7° (for additional details
regarding image analysis, see g. S7). A closer
examination of the AFM images further reveals
the existence of two alternative conformations
that the structural can adopt (gs. S6 and S8 and
discussion in supplementary text).
The exibility of the joints makes it possible
to control or recongure the conformation of the
gridiron structure by exerting external forces on
selected corners of a gridiron. A modied version
of a 15-by-15 gridiron structure with 21-bp cavities
has about one quadrant of the gridiron unfolded
and forms a randomly coiled 836-nt single-stranded
loop between two“arms” of tweezers (Fig. 2G).
The ssDNA loop is long enough to allow the
structure to adopt a relaxed conformation. The ob-
served distribution of the inner angle (q) of the
tweezers (measured from 309 individual struc-
tures) is broad and centered at 80° to 90°.
We could contract and extend the ssDNA loop
by introducing secondary or tertiary structures
that generate enough force to control the angle
(the design details are described in the supple-
mentary materials). Sets of staple strands were
designed to either contract the ssDNA loop and
x an acute angle (a narrow distribution centered
at 41° T 7°) via the formation of a two-helix bun-
dle (Fig. 2H) or to extend the loop to secure a
right (Fig. 2I) or obtuse angle (Fig. 2J) via the
formation of a three-helix bundle of specic length.
The design with the right angle shows a narrow
and symmetrical distribution centered at 94°T 10°,
and the design with the obtuse angle has a broad-
er angle distribution centered at 102° and exhibits
an asymmetry that is more heavily weighted
toward smaller angles.
We extended the gridiron design into the third
dimension by three dierent strategies. The rst
involves stacking multiple layers of 2D gridiron
lattices at selected connection points (Fig. 3, A
and B). The second relies on intertwining several
gridiron planes inx-y-z directions (Fig. 3C). The
third method has its basis in distorting a single
layer of DNA gridiron into 3D structures by con-
trolling their curvatures (Fig. 4). By using the rst
strategy, we constructed a three-layer hexagonal
(Fig. 3D), a four-layer rectangular gridiron (Fig. 3E),
and a three-layer parallelogram (g. S58) struc-
ture. For all multilayer gridiron structures, the
scaold strand raster lls each layer, with an o-
set in the angle formed between the helices of
adjacent layers. The three-layer hexagonal and four-
layer rectangular structures maintained 60° and
90° osets between layers, respectively.
Varying the location and distance between
connection points will yield dierently patterned
multilayer structures. In contrast to the angle ex-
ibility present in the quasi-2D structures, the ad-
dition of a third layer xes the angles at junction
points. The only exception to this is for connec-
tions through the center of the same unit motif, as
shown by the green dashed line (Fig. 3A). In a
3D model of an eight-by-eight-by-eight three-
layer hexagonal gridiron structure (Fig. 3D), neigh-
boring junctions in the top and bottom layers are
52 bp apart, and neighboring junctions in the
middle layer (alternating connections to the top and
bottom layers) are 26 bp apart. BecauseX = Y = L
(Fig. 3B), each junction should adopt a 60° tor-
sion angle. A four-layer rectangular gridiron struc-
ture (Fig. 3E) can be broken down into two
six-by-ve double-layer gridirons (with 52-bp cav-
ities) stacked on top of one another with a 26-bp
oset in the connections between the rst and
third, and second and fourth, layers.
The relations of the lattice planes in gridiron
structures are not restricted to stacked multilayer
structures. The 3D gridiron structures can also be
assembled by integrating gridiron lattices with
scaold-free elements (see supplementary mate-
rials for description of various design possibil-
ities). Figure 3F presents such a design in which a
nine-by-nine gridiron plane (shown in blue) is
intertwined with an eight-by-eight scaold-free
gridiron plane (shown in yellow). The complex,
interwoven topology of this particular structure
required combining scaolded and scaold-free
components (see supplementary materials for ad-
ditional details).
Gridiron designs can allow assembly of even
more complex structures by inducing a desired
curvature in the basic structural unit described in
Fig. 1. M i taining the distance between junc-
tions in one direction whilesimultaneously shrink-
ing or extending the distance in the other direction
(by varying the number of base pairs) creates
an isosceles trapezoid unit. The lengths of the
parallel sides of the trapezoidal units can be pro-
Fig. 1. (A) (Left) Geometry and strand polarity of a single ridiron unit formed from four four-arm
junctions. (Right) Geometry and polarity of a double-crossover molecule motif used in conventional DNA
origami struct res. For b th structures, the ssDNAs depicted in red are components of DNA double h lices
that serve as the scaold strands. The ssDNA depicted in gray represents staple strands. (B) Models oour
four-arm junction molecules in their relaxed conformation. The orientation of the upper two junctions
diers from that of the lower two by a 180° in-plane rotati n. Thus, the polarities of the continuous red
strands in the upper and lower layers of the horizontally oriented helices are antiparallel to one another.
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Figure 1.2: Self-assembled DNA systems. (A, B) Schematics of four-way DNA junctions forming a complex
DNA structure, using similar representation as in Fig. 1.1B [3]. (C) One of the first self-assembled DNA
structures, a DNA cube [4]. Colors indicate different DNA oligomers. (D) Schematic illustrating design
principles of 2D DNA origami. A long viral DNA (black) is folded into a 2D object guided by short oligomers
(multiple colors). (E) An example of a folded 2D origami object [8]. (F) A design of a membrane-spanning
3D origami channel (left) and the TEM image of the folded object (right) [9]. (G, H) Structures created
from DNA bricks [10]. Two connected DNA bricks, shown in the strand model and the LEGO model (G).
3D design, top-view of the design, and the TEM image of a folded DNA brick structure (H). (I, J) Design
(I) and AFM image (J) of DNA nanospheres made using 3D gridirons [11]. The inset in (I) illustrates a
gridiron unit formed by 4 four-arm junctions. The size of the image in panel (J) is 200 nm × 200 nm.
advances in molecular biology technique, a new method called DNA origami was developed by Rothemund
to overcome those issues [8]. Instead of making the DNA object purely from many short oligomers, the
basic principles of DNA origami is the programed folding of a long (1,000+ nts) single-stranded (ss) “scaf-
fold” segment of viral DNA into custom shape, guided by many short ssDNA “staple” Fig. 1.2D. The first
DNA origami objects were two-dimensional structures with 100 nm wide that demonstrated the power of
the approach, Fig. 1.2E. This approach was soon adopted and generalized to created 3-dimensional objects.
Presently, a variety of three-dimensional DNA origami objects can be experimentally assembled with high
yield [12], including various polyhedra [5,13], curved objects [14], a hand-like construct [15], a nanorobot [16],
and even a DNA version of a transmembrane channel [9], Fig. 1.2F. Computer-aided design software such as
caDNAno [17] also facilitated the adoption of the DNA origami method [18, 19]. Ease of use, low cost and
high yield have made the origami technique a dominant method for creating self-assembled DNA structures.
3
1.2.2 DNA bricks
In 2012, another new approach to building self-assembled 3D DNA structures, using so-called DNA bricks
or DNA LEGO, was developed by Ke et al. [10]. In contrast to DNA origami, DNA bricks do not require a
long continuous scaffold strand. The basic design unit—a DNA brick—is a 32-nt ssDNA strand folded 180◦
in the middle that ultimately hybridizes with neighboring bricks. In the LEGO analogy, the DNA brick
corresponds to a two-by-one LEGO brick, Fig. 1.2G. There are four 8-nt binding domains in a DNA brick.
The two binding domains adjacent to the fold in the strand are called the “heads” (analogous to the bumps
of a LEGO brick), and the remaining two binding domains at the ends of the ssDNA strand are called
“tails” (analogous to the holes of a LEGO brick). The nucleotide sequences of the heads and tails of each
brick prescribe the order the bricks assemble into a larger structure. Although this method has potentially
lower yield and less rigidity comparing to the DNA origami method, DNA brick crystals longer than 500 nm
with a depth of 80 nm has been reported [20]. Another advantage of DNA brick is that once a collection
of strands is designed to completely fill a rectangular volume, they can be used to form any shape that fits
within the volume simply by omitting select strands from the final mixture, Fig. 1.2H. In contrast, each
new DNA origami design requires a custom collection of staple strands. The ability to reuse previous design
and the ease of shape customization makes the DNA bricks approach attractive for future developments in
practical DNA nanotechnology.
1.2.3 Gridirons
The relaxed structure of a four-way HJ is characterized by a right-handed twist with a 60◦ angle. The HJs
in a typical DNA origami design are constrained by neighboring junctions to a ∼ 0◦ angle, restricting the
scaffold to lie along a discrete set of parallel lines, Fig. 1.2A. Han et al. proposed a different arrangement of
HJs that can create a new type of 3D DNA structure known as the gridiron [11], Fig. 1.2I and J. The inset
of Fig. 1.2I illustrates how the basic unit of a gridiron is designed from 4 HJs so that each HJ is constrained
by the others to have a ∼ 90◦ angle, forming the planar gridiron structure. 3D structures can be assembled
from 2D gridiron units by either stacking the units into multiple layers, intertwining units of orthogonal
orientations, or adjusting the distance between the four-arm junctions to introduce curvature. A range of
spectacular structures has been assembled with high yields using the gridiron approach [11], such as the
large hollow spheres that are illustrated in Fig. 1.2I and J. Such structures are impossible to manufacture
using conventional DNA origami designs based on 0◦ HJs.
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1.3 Theoretical and computational models of DNA origami
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Figure 1.3: Computer models of DNA origami. (A) CaDNAno design of a DNA origami box developed
by Zadegan et al [21]. The scaffold (blue) and staple strands (other colors) are drawn as lines. The inset
schematically shows the assembled box. (B) Continuum mechanics model (CanDo [22]) of the DNA box [21].
The color scale indicates the predicted root-mean-square fluctuations of the eigenmodes. (C) Coarse-grained
model of the DNA origami box. In this particular model, each nucleotide is represented by two beads [23].
(D) All-atom model of the DNA origami box. Mg2+ and Cl− ions are shown as pink and cyan spheres,
respectively; a blue semi-transparent surface depicts the water box.
To design a 3D DNA origami structure, the most popular computer software is caDNAno [17], which is
both available as a plug-in for the Autodesk Maya software and a standalone program. A user first selects
the lattice type to use, which is either a square- or a honeycomb-lattice. Then, the user can specify a path
which the scaffold will traverse. Next, the user can let the software automatically generate the corresponding
staples which will help the scaffold to fold into the desired shape, or design custom staples. Finally, the
nucleotide sequence can be chosen from the library of commonly used sequences or imported by the user.
Fig. 1.3A shows an example of a DNA origami design created using caDNAno [21]. Other software for
designing DNA nanostructures include NanoEngineer-1, vHelix and Tiamat. The NanoEngineer-1 has a 3D
workspace, allows users to create DNA nanostructures that feature non-parallel DNA helices, and does not
have the strict definition of ”scaffold” or ”staple”. Those features made NanoEngineer-1 a better tool for
creating nanostructures with DNA bricks and gridirons. I built an on-line server for users to convert the
NanoEngineer-1 design to all-atom structure (http://bionano.physics.illinois.edu/nanoengineer2pdb). The
vHelix features automated DNA nanostructure design from polyhedral meshes [24]. The Tiamat program [25]
enables semi-automatic generation of the strand sequences. Those programs greatly simplify the design of a
DNA origami object, yet they do not provide direct information about the object’s physical properties.
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1.3.1 Continuum description
Continuum models, which are widely used in all branches of engineering, have been applied to describe
the mechanical and structural properties of DNA origami objects [22, 26]. An online tool called Computer-
aided engineering for DNA origami (CanDo; http://cando-dna-origami.org) can take a caDNAno design
and predict its relaxed structure and the degree of local structural fluctuations. Fig. 1.3B shows an example
of the CanDo prediction for a DNA origami box. In CanDo, each dsDNA segment is represented by a
homogeneous, isotropic elastic cylinder that can be bent, twisted and stretched [27]. Single-stranded DNA
segments are described using a modified version of a freely jointed chain model [28]. An HJ is modeled
as a rigid connection between points along neighboring cylinders. Finally, nicks are represented by locally
reducing the elastic bending and torsional stiffness parameters while retaining the stretch stiffness of the
double-helix. Given the length, diameter, stretch modulus, bending modulus and twist modulus of the elastic
cylinder, the energy-minimized conformation of the structure is obtained by iteratively solving equations
using a non-linear finite element approximation with single-base pair resolution [22, 29, 30]. Because of its
computational efficiency, ease of use, and straightforward quantitative predictions, the CanDo program is
being widely used to optimize the design of DNA origami structures prior to experimentally attempting their
assembly. Although the parameters describing dsDNA in the CanDo model can be customized, the CanDo
model does not explicitly account for the effect of DNA sequence, inter-helical electrostatic repulsion, the
presence of major and minor grooves or solvent conditions.
1.3.2 Coarse-grained simulations
With moderate computational cost and resolution between all-atom and continuum models, coarse-grained
(CG) approaches rely on a less detailed description of a system than all-atom MD to allow longer simulations
of larger systems [31–33]. Most CG models of dsDNA [34–44] typically describe each nucleotide using two-
to-six interaction sites or beads, each of which represents a group of several atoms. The solvent is usually
incorporated implicitly through non-bonded interaction potentials between the beads. Fig. 1.3C illustrates a
CG model of a DNA origami box. Due to the reduced number of degrees of freedom, the CG simulation also
allows a larger integration time step, which significantly increases the timescale of the MD simulation. The
CG MD simulations of larger 2D origami structures have been reported using the oxDNA model [45], revealing
“woven” patterns (where the double-stranded segments were spread between Holliday junctions) similar to
those observed experimentally [8]. The large-amplitude, global fluctuations in the CG MD suggesting that
their structure in solution deviates considerably from their idealized design. Unfortunately, most CG models
are still unable to capture some essential features of the DNA systems. Very few CG models distinguish
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between major and minor grooves of dsDNA or provide a realistic description of solvent conditions. The
latter is essential for computational characterization of transport properties, which is the main objective of
this project.
1.3.3 All-atom method
All-atom (AA) MD simulations allow the microscopic dynamics of a molecular system to be described with
atomic resolution. Fig. 1.3D illustrates an all-atom model of a DNA origami box. In the AA MD method,
each atom in the system is explicitly present and interacts with each other according to the molecular force
field [46], which was first obtained from the quantum mechanical calculation and calibrated to quantitatively
reproduce the experimental measured physical properties of a simulated system. The trajectory of each
atom i is obtained by integrating Newton’s equation ~ai(t) = −∇U(~r1(t), . . . , ~rN (t))/mi using the Verlet
algorithm [47], where ~ai(t), ~ri(t), mi and U(~r(t)) are the acceleration, coordinates, mass of atom i and the
potential energy (molecular force field), respectively, and N is the total number of atoms in the system.
Due to the large size of the self-assembled DNA object (usually > 10 nm in each direction) and the
inaccurate parameterization of charge-charge interaction which is dominant in DNA object simulation, AA
MD method was not a good choice before. However, with the recent advancement of the massively parallel
supercomputer, GPU-accelerated MD package, and improved charge-charge interaction [48–51], AA MD
simulation of DNA nanostructures is now feasible [52]. The main advantage of the all-atom MD method
is its intrinsic sensitivity to molecular details, natural incorporation of DNA sequence effects and sequence-
dependent conformations, which we will see examples in Chapter 3. Also, since solvent molecules are modeled
explicitly, AA MD simulation is capable of reproducing the experimental behavior [53] and allows one-to-one
comparison between theory and experiment (Chapter 3 and 4) [54]. The main disadvantage of the method is
its timescale within the limited computational resources, which is currently limited to several microseconds.
7
Chapter 2
General methodology
2.1 All-atom molecular dynamics simulation
All molecular dynamics simulations were performed using the program NAMD2 [56], periodic boundary con-
ditions, the CHARMM36 parameter set for water, ions and nucleic acids [57], CHARMM parameters for the
DPhPC lipid bilayer [58], CHARMM General Force Field parameters for the cholesterol and porphyrin [59],
CHARMM-compatible parameters for amorphous silicon dioxide [60], and custom parameterization of ion-
DNA ion-ion, ion-lipid, and DNA-lipid interactions [48–51]. All simulations employed a 2–2–6-fs multiple
timestepping, SETTLE algorithm to keep water molecules rigid [61], RATTLE algorithm to keep all other
covalent bonds involving hydrogen atoms rigid [62], a 8–10–12 A˚ cutoff for van der Waals and short-range
electrostatic forces. Long-range electrostatic interactions were computed using the particle mesh Ewald
(PME) method [63] over a 1.2 A˚ resolution grid [64].
2.1.1 Assembly of the simulation systems
The DNA nanostructures were either designed with caDNAno [17] or NanoEngineer-1. The caDNAno
designs were converted to idealized all-atom structures using a previously described method [52]. The
NanoEngineer-1 designs were converted to all-atom structures by a python script written by me [65]. For
DNA channel systems, porphyrins or cholesterols would be covalently added to the channel structure after
conversion (Chapter 4). Next, some of the DNA nanostructures (Chapter 4 and 5) would be relaxed in
vacuum using the ENRG MD method [66] before combining with other components. Then, some of the
DNA nanostructures would be combined with SiO2 (Chapter 3) or pre-equilibrated lipid patch (Chapter 4
and 5). Mg2+-hexahydrates [48] were randomly placed near the channels in the desired amount. Following
Reproduced with permission in part from Chen-Yu Li, Elisa A. Hemmig, Jinglin Kong, Jejoong Yoo, Silvia Herna´ndez-
Ainsa, Ulrich F. Keyser, and Aleksei Aksimentiev. Ionic conductivity, structural deformation and programmable anistropy of
DNA origami in electric field. ACS Nano, 9(2):1420–1433, 2015 (Copyright c© 2015 American Chemical Society)
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that, water and 1 M KCl were added using the Solvate and Autoionize plugins of VMD.
2.1.2 Equilibration of the all-atom models
Although the equilibration protocols varied chapter by chapter, they followed similar principles. The first
step was usually the equilibration of water, ions and lipid membrane. In this step, all non-hydrogen atoms
of the DNA nanostructure were harmonically restrained (with the spring constant kspring = 1 kcal/(mol
A˚2)) to its initial coordinates, allowing the water, ions and lipid to equilibrate. Equilibration of water and
ions usually completed in a couple nanoseconds. But, the lipid molecules were larger and diffused slower.
Equilibrating the toroidal pore would take ∼50 ns (Chapter 4 and 5). The second step would be the stepwise
equilibration of the DNA nanostructures. In this step, the spatial restraints on the DNA atoms were replaced
by a network of harmonic restraints that maintained distances between atomic pairs at their initial values;
such elastic restraints excluded hydrogen atoms, phosphate groups, atoms in the same nucleotide and pairs
separated by more than 8 A˚. The spring constant would be decreased step-by-step to gradually relax the
structure. In the final step, the entire system will be simulated without any restraints to fully equilibrate
the system.
2.1.3 MD simulation of ionic current
All simulations of the ionic current were performed in the constant number of atoms, volume and temperature
ensemble. A voltage drop (V ) across the system was produced by applying an external electric field E such
that V = −EL, where L was the length of the simulation system in the direction of the applied field [54].
In Chapter 3, to determine the dimensions of the system for the constant volume simulations, we first
obtained the average X-Y cross section area of the system of interest using the last 400 ns of the NPT
equilibration. Among the total number of frames of the equilibration trajectory, we chose the one having
its X-Y cross section area closest to the 400 ns average and started our ionic current simulation using the
coordinates of that frame. To prevent the DNA origami from drifting in the electric field, we applied a
harmonic constraint to its center of mass using the spring constant of 1 kcal/(mol A˚2). As the X-Y cross
section area of the SQ2/SiO2 hybrid system was fixed during the equilibration, the ionic current simulations
were performed starting from the last frame of the NPT equilibration; no restraints were applied to the DNA
origami plate.
In Chapter 4, the X-Y cross section area was found to be less fluctuating at the presence of the lipid
membrane. So, the ionic current simulation was started from the last frame of the NPT equilibration.
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2.2 Ionic current calculations
Prior to calculations of the ionic current, frames of the MD trajectory were aligned to have the center of
mass of the DNA nanostructure stationary. Doing so eliminated the noise associated with the system’s drift.
The instantaneous current was computed as
I(t+
∆t
2
) =
1
∆tLZ
N∑
i
qi∆Zi (2.1)
where the sum over i indicates a sum over all ions, ∆t is the time interval between the two consecutive
frames of the trajectory, LZ is the length of the system along the Z axis, qi is the charge of ion i and
∆Zi = Zi(t+ ∆t)− Zi(t) is the displacement of ion i along the Z direction between the two frames [67]. To
properly account for the wrapping of the MD trajectory according to the periodic boundary conditions,
∆Zi =
 Zi(t+ ∆t)− Zi(t)− LZ, Zi(t+ ∆t)− Zi(t) > LZ/2Zi(t+ ∆t)− Zi(t) + LZ, Zi(t+ ∆t)− Zi(t) < −LZ/2. (2.2)
The average current of a trajectory was computed by summing up all instantaneous currents and dividing
by the number of coordinate frames of the trajectory. Typically, the frames were collected every 2.4 ps. To
estimate the error, the ionic current trace was first block averaged with the indicated block size. The reported
standard errors of the mean were calculated from the block-averaged current traces.
2.3 Calculations of the local density and flux
We divided the simulation system into 5 A˚ × 5 A˚ × 5 A˚ grids and calculated the average density of the
selected atom groups in each grid using a sampling frequency of 240 ps. The local three-dimensional (3D)
flux of ions and water was computed by extending the method described in the previous section to 3D. The
change in the coordinates of particle i between consecutive frames is
∆~ri(t+ ∆t/2) = (∆Xi(t+ ∆t/2),∆Yi(t+ ∆t/2),∆Zi(t+ ∆t/2)), (2.3)
where ∆Xi(t+∆t/2) and ∆Yi(t+∆t/2) are computed similarly to ∆Zi(t+∆t/2), Equation 2.2. To compute
local fluxes, we used a regular orthogonal NX×NY×NZ grid dividing the simulation box into NX×NY×NZ
rectangular blocks of identical dimensions lX = LX/NX, lY = LY/NY and lZ = LZ/NZ. A set of indices
(l,m, n) indicates the position of each block in X, Y, and Z directions. To compute the contribution of the
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displacement vector of particle i, ∆~ri(t+ ∆t/2), to the local flux through each block, we assumed that the
particle migrates from ~ri(t) to ~ri(t + ∆t) along a straight line. Then, we determined the fraction of the
displacement vector in each of the NXNYNZ blocks, fi,(l,m,n)(t+ ∆t/2) such that
∑
l
∑
m
∑
n fi,(l,m,n)(t+
∆t/2) = 1. Finally, we defined the components of the instantaneous local flux per unit area of a chosen
species in block (l,m, n) as
JX,(l,m,n)(t+ ∆t/2) =
1
∆tlXlYlZ
∑M
i ∆Xi(t+ ∆t/2)fi,(l,m,n)(t+ ∆t/2)
JY,(l,m,n)(t+ ∆t/2) =
1
∆tlXlYlZ
∑M
i ∆Yi(t+ ∆t/2)fi,(l,m,n)(t+ ∆t/2)
JZ,(l,m,n)(t+ ∆t/2) =
1
∆tlXlYlZ
∑M
i ∆Zi(t+ ∆t/2)fi,(l,m,n)(t+ ∆t/2)
(2.4)
where M is the total number of particles of a given species. The mean local flux vector field was computed
by averaging Equation 2.4 over the production MD trajectories.
To visualize the mean 3D flux field using a 2D plot, we averaged the 3D vector field over the given
axes. The resulting 2D vector field was converted to streamline plots using the streamplot function of the
matplotlib library [68].
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Chapter 3
Ionic conductivity and mechanical
properties of self-assembled DNA
plates
3.1 Introduction
Nanopores have emerged as versatile tools for single-molecule manipulation and analysis [69–72]. In a
typical measurement, a charged biomolecule—DNA or a protein—is transported through a narrow pore in
an insulating membrane by external electric field. The presence and, in some cases, the chemical structure
of a biomolecule can be detected by measuring the change in the ionic current that flows through the
nanopore [73–81].
An accurate and reproducible process of nanopore fabrication is a necessary prerequisite for practical
applications of the nanopore method. Differentiation between similar biomolecules may also require incorpo-
ration of specific ligands within the nanopores [82,83]. While more straightforward in the case of biological
nanopores [84], the attachment of specific binding sites with control over their position by chemical modifi-
cation of nanopores in solid-state membranes continues to present considerable challenges [85,86].
Combining biological materials with inorganic nanopores can give the resulting hybrid structure a more
predictable shape and offer a route to biofunctionalization [83,87–90]. One such material is DNA origami—
an object obtained by folding a long strand of DNA into a predefined pattern [8]. Since the DNA origami
technique was first demonstrated in 2006, it has been used to assemble a variety of complex three-dimensional
objects [3, 17–19, 91, 92]. A number of auxiliary components, such as fluorescent labels, nanoparticles or
enzymes, can be incorporated into the origami objects with base-pair accuracy [93–102]. The nanometer
precision of the DNA self-assembly process and compatibility with typical conditions of nanopore experiments
make DNA origami an attractive candidate for the construction of hybrid nanopores [103–105].
Reproduced with permission in part from Chen-Yu Li, Elisa A. Hemmig, Jinglin Kong, Jejoong Yoo, Silvia Herna´ndez-
Ainsa, Ulrich F. Keyser, and Aleksei Aksimentiev. Ionic conductivity, structural deformation and programmable anistropy of
DNA origami in electric field. ACS Nano, 9(2):1420–1433, 2015 (Copyright c© 2015 American Chemical Society) and Scott
Michael Slone, Chen-Yu Li, Jejoong Yoo, and Aleksei Aksimentiev. Molecular mechanics of DNA bricks: in situ structure,
mechanical properties and ionic conductivity. New J. Phys., 18(5):055012, 2016 (Copyright c© 2016 IOP Publishing Ltd and
Deutsche Physikalische Gesellschaft).
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Hybrid nanopore systems based on DNA origami have already been characterized experimentally [9,106–
113]. A cone-like DNA origami funnel was inserted into a silicon nitride nanopore and used for the detection
of λ-DNA [106]. Plate-like DNA origami objects were placed on top of nanopores in solid-state membranes
and used for the detection of proteins and double-stranded DNA (dsDNA) [107]. Adding single-stranded
DNA (ssDNA) overhangs to the DNA origami structure was shown to facilitate the detection of ssDNA
translocation [9, 107, 108]. DNA origami plates were also combined with glass nanocapillaries and used for
single-molecule detection [108, 112]. In general, the conductance of the hybrid pores was found to depend
on the structure of the DNA origami component [113], the ionic concentration of the solution [113] and the
magnitude of the electric field [112,113]. The latter effect was presumably caused by the deformation of the
DNA origami structure. DNA origami has also been combined with lipid bilayer membranes [9, 109, 110].
Functionalized with cholesterol, a DNA origami channel was inserted into a lipid bilayer and used to detect
and distinguish ssDNA [9]. Simpler designs employed partial neutralization of the DNA backbone [109] or
attachment of two porphyrin moieties [110].
In this chapter, I present my all-atom molecular dynamics (MD) simulations to characterize the ionic
conductivity and deformability of DNA plates, in collaboration with Keyser group from University of Cam-
bridge. Complementing previous experimental work, we investigate the effects of the DNA origami structure,
electrolyte conditions and the strength and direction of the electric field. My simulations provide a complete
atomic-level account of the ion transport process, detailing previously unknown effects of the DNA origami
sequence, magnesium ion concentration and the electro-osmotic flow. Experiments based on electric current
recordings and Fo¨rster resonance energy transfer (FRET) confirm the predictions of the MD simulations.
We demonstrate the feasibility of controlling the electrical conductivity of a DNA self-assembled object by
its nucleotide sequence, an ability that may find applications in nanofluidic electronics.
3.2 MD simulations of ionic conductivity of a DNA origami plate
Fig. 3.1A schematically illustrates a system for the experimental characterization of the ionic conductivity
of DNA origami plates [112]. This particular image features a two-layer square-lattice DNA origami that
measures approximately 57.8 nm (170 bp) × 52.8 nm (24 helices) × 4.4 nm (2 helices). Although it is
technically possible to simulate this entire DNA origami object using a fully atomistic model, such simulations
are computationally expensive and are not even necessary because the full-length plate is a repetition of a
unit cell pattern.
Thus, the majority of my MD simulations were performed on all-atom models of the unit cell, such as
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the one shown in Fig. 3.1B. The initial coordinates of the models were obtained by converting the caDNAno
designs [114] to the atomistic representation following a previously described protocol [52]. By introducing
covalent bonds across the periodic boundaries, the DNA origami plates were made effectively infinite in
the X-Y plane. The plates were immersed in ionic solution, minimized and equilibrated as described in
Section 3.9.
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Figure 3.1: MD simulations of DNA origami conductivity. (A) Schematic of experimental setup. A DNA
origami plate (yellow and blue) is placed on top of a nanocapillary (gray). (B) All-atom model of the
experimental system. The scaffold and staple strands are shown in blue and yellow, respectively. Water
is shown as a semitransparent molecular surface, Mg2+, K+ and Cl− ions are shown as pink, ochre and
cyan spheres, respectively. For clarity, only 10% of the ions are explicitly shown. Under periodic boundary
conditions, the DNA origami plate is effectively infinite in the X-Y plane. (B) Distribution of ions across a
DNA origami plate as a function of the distance from the plate’s center. The distributions obtained from
a 48 ns unrestrained equilibration simulation (solid lines) and a 48 ns simulation under a 100 mV applied
potential (dashed lines) are plotted. Black lines indicate the distribution of DNA phosphorous atoms. The
concentration profiles were computed by averaging over the X-Y plane and the simulation trajectories using
1 A˚ bins. Blue areas indicate the parts of the system where the bulk ion concentration was computed. (D)
Bulk concentration of K+, Cl− and Mg2+ ions versus simulation time under a 100 mV applied potential. (E)
Simulated distribution of the electrostatic potential at a 100 mV applied potential. The map was obtained
by averaging the instantaneous distributions of the electrostatic potential over the 48 ns MD trajectory and
the X-axis. (F) Ionic current versus applied potential. Each data point was obtained from a 48 ns trajectory.
All data presented in this figure are for a two-layer square-lattice DNA origami plate at 50 mM Mg2+/1 M
KCl bulk ion concentration.
Fig. 3.1C illustrates a typical distribution of ions in a fully equilibrated system. At the scale of the
simulation system, the distribution is non-uniform. Within the volume occupied by DNA origami, the
concentration of cations is enhanced and the concentration of anions is reduced, in accordance with the
results of previous studies [48, 49]. In a distance of approximately 20 A˚ from the DNA origami plate,
ion concentration profiles flatten out. A rectangular volume away from the DNA (blue area in Fig. 3.1C)
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was used to determine the “bulk” concentrations of ions. As the equilibrium distribution of ions is highly
nonlinear, it was not possible to determine a priori the number of K+, Cl− and Mg2+ ions that were needed
to produce the desired bulk concentration. Hence, several iterative equilibration runs (∼50 ns each) were
required to bring the bulk ion concentration to the target value.
To produce ionic current, a uniform electric field, E, was applied normal to the DNA origami plate,
inducing an electric potential difference, V = −EL, where L was the length of the simulation system in the
direction of the applied field [54]. The application of the electric field had a minor effect on the distribution
of ions within the DNA origami plate, Fig. 3.1C. The bulk ion concentration remained stationary, Fig. 3.1D.
Fig. 3.1E shows a typical distribution of the electrostatic potential in the simulation system corresponding
to a 100 mV voltage difference across the DNA origami plate. The distribution is highly nonlinear within
the plate. The approximate location of the DNA helices can be discerned as regions of elevated electrostatic
potential, which is produced by the partial positive charge on the DNA bases; the negative charge of the
DNA backbone is effectively screened by the counterions. The current of ions produced by the electric
field can be readily determined by summing up ion displacements over the simulation system and the MD
trajectory [54]. The ionic current appears to increase linearly with voltage and be carried predominantly
(80∼85%) by potassium ions, Fig. 3.1F.
3.3 Effect of number of layers, lattice type, and nucleotide
composition
To examine how the ionic conductivity of a DNA origami plate depends on the number of DNA layers,
square-lattice DNA origami systems containing two (SQ2), four (SQ4), and six (SQ6) DNA layers were built
and equilibrated, Fig. 3.2A; the bulk concentrations of Mg2+ and KCl were ∼250 mM and 1 M, respectively.
The equilibrated structures were simulated under applied bias of 100, 250 and 500 mV for 48 ns each. At the
same bias, systems having a larger number of layers showed a lower ionic current, Fig. 3.2B. The dependence
of the current on the number of layers is, however, nonlinear: the SQ2 system appears to be more permeable
to ions than the SQ4 system at doubled applied bias.
Knowing the dimensions of the simulation system (LX, LY and LZ) and the extension of the DNA origami
along the direction of the applied field Lo, the conductivity of the DNA origami plate σo,Z can be computed
from a simple circuit model as
σo,Z =
< Lo >< IZ >
V LXLY − ρs < IZ > (LZ− < Lo >) , (3.1)
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where V is the applied potential, IZ is the average current normal to the plate and ρs is the resistivity of
the solution.
Fig. 3.2C shows the conductivity of the SQ2, SQ4 and SQ6 plates as a function of applied potential.
The conductivity of the four- and six-layer structures is approximately the same and does not depend on
the applied bias. The conductivity of the SQ2 is higher and increases with the applied potential. Given
that the solution resistivity (0.06 Ω m) and the cross-sectional area of the SQ2, SQ4 and SQ6 systems are
approximately the same, the apparent difference in the conductivity is caused by the differential extension
of the DNA origami along the direction of the applied field. Indeed, the thickness per layer of the SQ2 plate
is ∼12% larger than that of the SQ4 and SQ6 systems and increases with the applied potential. The fraction
of the plate’s volume occupied by DNA is lower in the two layers of the SQ2 plate than in any two layers
of the SQ4 or SQ6 structures, and hence the SQ2 structure has a higher conductivity. The more compact
structure of the four- and six-layer plates is a consequence of their design. The unit cell of the two-layer
plate contains only two Holliday junctions between the two layers, which is considerably less dense than six
and ten inter-layer junctions in the four- and six-layer plates, respectively. Furthermore, staple strands in
the SQ4 and SQ6 plates can bridge up to three consecutive layers.
In order to determine how the lattice type can affect ion permeation through DNA origami plates, two
additional systems based on the honeycomb (HC2) [17] and hexagonal (HX2*) [19] lattices were constructed,
Fig. 3.2D. Here, an asterisk was used to distinguish the simulated hexagonal lattice system from the one
realized in experiment [19]. The HX2* system was built by inserting a DNA double helix into the central
cavity of a honeycomb lattice. In contrast to the system realized in experiments, the central double helix
was not connected to the surrounding DNA helices through Holliday junctions.
To compare the ion permeability of different DNA structures, the ionic current per unit area was plotted
in Fig. 3.2E (the unit cells of the SQ2 and HC2 structures have different areas). Overall, the current density
of the SQ2 plate was roughly twice as high as for the HC2 and HX2* plates at the same applied bias whereas
the current densities of the HC2 and HX2* plates were comparable. Taking into account the dimensions of
the plates in the direction of the applied field, the conductivity of the SQ2 plate is estimated to be about
120∼130% of the conductivity of the HC2 plate, Fig. 3.2F. The higher conductivity of the SQ2 plate primarily
results from the lower density of the DNA nucleotide per unit area of the plate and a higher nearest-neighbor
inter-DNA (NNiD) distance, which was defined as the average inter-helix distance. One would intuitively
expect the conductivity of HX2* to be lower than that of HC2, given its more compact structure. However,
my data shows that the difference in conductivity between HC2 and HX2* is not significant. As the central
helix in our HX2* was not connected to the surrounding helices, the electrostatic repulsion between the
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Figure 3.2: Ionic conductivity of DNA origami plates. (A) Simulation systems containing two-, four- or six-
layer DNA origami plates. The backbone of DNA is shown in blue, the DNA bases are shown in yellow. The
unit cell of each simulated system is shown as a semi-transparent surface. (B) Current–voltage dependence
of the two-, four- and six-layer DNA origami plates. Each data point was obtained from a 48 ns trajectory.
(C) Electrical conductivity of square-lattice DNA origami versus the number of DNA layers. Data in panels
B and C correspond to ∼250 mM Mg2+/1 M KCl bulk ion concentration. (D) Simulation systems containing
units cells of the square-lattice, honeycomb and hexagonal DNA origami plates. (E) Ionic current density
versus lattice type. (F) Ionic conductivity versus lattice type. Data in panels E and F correspond to
∼50 mM Mg2+/1 M KCl bulk ion concentration. (G) Representative conformations of a square-lattice DNA
origami plate containing 100% adenine–thymine (AT), 100% cytosine–guanine (CG) or a 45/55 % AT/CG
mixture (m13) of DNA basepairs. The A, T, C and G nucleotides are shown in blue, green, red and yellow,
respectively. The average dimensions of the equilibrated structures are indicated in the images. (H, I) Ionic
current (panel H) and ionic conductivity (panel I) versus applied voltage for the three systems shown in
panel G. The AT and CG systems contained the same number of magnesium ions; the number of Mg2+
ions in the m13 system was 2.5% higher than in either AT or CG system. Due to the differential affinity of
Mg2+ ions to AT and CG basepairs the equilibrium concentrations of Mg2+ were 243.6±2.2 (AT), 249.4±2.2
(m13) and 209.4±2.1 (CG) mM. Data in panels B, E and H were obtained from 48 ns trajectories; the lines
indicate the linear fits to the data. Error bars in panels C, F, and I show the standard error computed over
five ∼10 ns fragments of the 48 ns trajectory.
central helix and the surrounding helix made the entire structure more diffuse in comparison to the HC2
structure. Thus, the NNiD distance is higher for the HX2* structure than for HC2. The larger NNiD
distance of the HX2* structure compensates for the higher (than HC2) nucleotide density of HX2*.
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MD simulations suggest that the conductivity of a DNA origami plate can also depend on its nucleotide
content. Fig. 3.2G shows typical conformations of three SQ2 plates that differ from one another in their
design only by their nucleotide content. The nucleotide content appears to affect the average distance
between DNA helices within the plate as well as the distance between Holliday junctions along the helices,
with the AT plate being most sparse and the CG plate most compact. The simulated ionic current, Fig. 3.2H,
and the ionic conductivity, Fig. 3.2I, depend on the nucleotide content, with the AT plate being the leakiest
and the CG plate being the most ion-tight. The current and conductivity of the plate made from a fragment
of the m13mp18 genome (AT content of 45%) fall in between the data obtained for the AT and CG plates.
The sequence dependence can be rationalized taking into account the differential affinity of Mg2+ towards
AT and CG DNA pairs [49, 115]. The CG-rich DNA origami was found to have a higher concentration of
Mg2+ inside the origami. The higher concentration of Mg2+ reduced the electrostatic repulsion between the
DNA helices in the origami, resulting in more compact structures. The higher degree of expansion of the AT
system makes it more permeable to ions in comparison to the GC system; the properties of the m13 system
fall in between of the AT- and CG-rich systems.
3.4 Magnesium affects the structure and conductivity of DNA
origami plates
The results of my MD simulations suggest that the ionic current through the same DNA construct (SQ2)
under the same applied voltage drops by ∼43% when the bulk concentration of Mg2+ increases from 50
to 250 mM (Fig. 3.1F and Fig. 3.2B). Using an experimental setup shown in Fig. 3.3A, Elisa, a graduate
student in Keyser group, systematically examined the dependence of the DNA origami conductivity on Mg2+
concentration. The DNA origami plates were repeatedly trapped onto the nanocapillary; the trapping events
were discerned by the drop of the ionic current, Fig. 3.3A. The magnitude of the ionic current drop increased
as the concentration of Mg2+ increased, consistent with the behavior observed in our MD simulations of the
origami plates.
Repeating the trapping experiments at four different magnesium concentrations (5.5, 25, 50, and 100
mM MgCl2) while keeping the concentration of KCl at 1 M, the relative change of hybrid nanocapillary-
DNA origami conductance was measured. To directly compare the results of the trapping experiments using
capillaries of different diameters, our experimental collaborators in the Keyser group define the relative con-
ductance change ∆G = 1−Ghybrid/G0, where Ghybrid/G0 is the ratio between the conductance of the bare
nanocapillary G0 and the conductance of the hybrid DNA origami–nanocapillary structure Ghybrid upon
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Figure 3.3: Experimental characterization of DNA origami conductivity. (A) Schematic representation of a
hybrid DNA origami – quartz nanocapillary structure along with typical ionic current signatures measured
at 500 mV and in 1 M KCl, 0.5× TBE (Tris/Borate/EDTA), pH≈8.3. (Top) Baseline current I0 corresponds
to ionic flow through the bare nanocapillary (part 1 of the trace). Once the DNA origami plate is trapped,
the reduced ionic current level Ihybrid indicates the successful formation of a hybrid structure (part 2 of the
trace). (Bottom) Representative examples of hybrid structure formation signatures for MgCl2 concentrations
of 5.5 (black), 25 (green) and 50 (blue) mM, all at 500 mV. Larger current reductions were observed at higher
MgCl2 concentrations. A representative trace at 100 mM MgCl2 is shown in the top panel. (B) The relative
conductance change ∆G = 1 − Ghybrid/G0 versus MgCl2 concentration and applied potential. Ghybrid/G0
is calculated from the ratio between the ionic current levels Ihybrid/I0 in (2) and (1) as explained in the
text. (N) denotes the number of experiments or nanocapillaries used and (T) the total number of repeated
trappings to measure the averaged ∆G at 5.5 (black), 25 (green), 50 (blue) and 100 (red) mM MgCl2 for
three different applied potentials (300, 400, and 500 mV). (C) ∆G versus MgCl2 concentration at a 500 mV
applied potential. Error bars correspond to the standard error of the mean of ∆G.
trapping. The Ghybrid/G0 can be directly inferred from measuring the ratio Ihybrid/I0 between the corre-
sponding ionic current levels Ihybrid and I0, Fig. 3.3A. For each magnesium concentration, our experimental
collaborators in the Keyser group tested a range of nanocapillaries (denoted by number of experiments N in
Fig. 3.3B) and performed several hundred trappings (denoted by total number of trappings T in Fig. 3.3B)
at applied potentials of 300, 400, and 500 mV, respectively.
From the measurements, they can conclude that there is both a voltage and MgCl2 dependence of ∆G. At
each MgCl2 concentration, a higher voltage leads to a higher ∆G, Fig. 3.3B; the voltage dependence is more
pronounced for higher MgCl2 concentrations. The voltage dependence suggests that the voltage applied to
trap the DNA origami structures leads to deformations as expected from the earlier measurements [112].
Fig. 3.3C shows ∆G at 500 mV as a function of the MgCl2 concentration. Our experimental collaborators
in the Keyser group observe that ∆G increases monotonically as [Mg2+] of the solution is increased. They
note that the increase in the MgCl2 concentration from 5.5 mM to 100 mM only leads to a 12.4% increase
in the conductivity of the bulk solution from 10.5 to 11.8 S/m. However, ∆G is enhanced by a factor of 2
from ∼0.15 to ∼0.30 at 500 mV, Fig. 3.3C. This further highlights the strong interaction between the Mg2+
ions and the DNA origami plate.
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Figure 3.4: Mg2+ concentration regulates ionic conductivity by altering the area of DNA origami. (A)
Cross-sectional area of an SQ2 plate versus simulation time for several values of bulk Mg2+ concentration.
The area is computed within a plane normal to the direction of the ionic current (X-Y plane, Fig. 3.1). (B)
Representative conformations of an SQ2 plate at several values of bulk Mg2+ concentration. A rectangle
indicates the unit cell of the corresponding simulation system. (C) Simulated dependence of the SQ2 plate
area (left) and ionic conductivity (right) on bulk concentration of Mg2+. Lines are linear fits to the data.
For each fit, the Pearson’s correlation coefficient R is indicated in the plot. (D) Design of DNA origami
plates for FRET measurements of Mg2+-dependent compaction. Two fluorescently labeled staples formed
a FRET pair at the center of each plate. The Cy3 donor dye (green) and the Cy5 acceptor dye (red) were
aligned parallel, perpendicular and diagonal with respect to the DNA helix direction of the origami. The
circles mark the location of the modified staples within the DNA origami plate. Insets specify the location
of the Cy3-Cy5 pairs for each of the three designs. The DNA origami coordinates (h, n) denote the helix
(h) and nucleotide (n) number relative to the Cy3 dye attached at the origin (0, 0). (E) FRET efficiency E*
at a background concentration of 1 M KCl, 0.5× TBE and MgCl2 concentrations of 5.5 (black), 55.5 (blue),
105.5 (red), 205.5 (orange) mM for the parallel, perpendicular and diagonal placement of the FRET pair.
(F) The average distance between the estimated locations of the donor and acceptor dyes in MD simulations
of the SQ2 plate at two Mg2+ concentrations.
MD simulations elucidated the microscopic origin of the [Mg2+] dependence of the plate’s conductivity.
Fig. 3.4A shows the area of the SQ2 plate simulated at three different values of [Mg2+] and 1 M KCl.
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Although the area undergoes considerable fluctuations at a time scale of hundreds of nanoseconds, the
average value decreases as [Mg2+] increases. Fig. 3.4B shows the representative conformations of the three
systems featured in Fig. 3.4A; the dimensions of the unit cell are highlighted. Temporal fluctuations of
the area were seen to become less pronounced as [Mg2+] was increased. Fig. 3.4C shows the simulated
dependence of the area on [Mg2+] in the 0 to 250 mM range. For each data point, the corresponding system
was simulated for more than 490 ns; the average area and [Mg2+] concentration were determined by averaging
over the last 400 ns of each MD trajectory. The plot reveals a linear correlation between [Mg2+] and the area
of the DNA origami plate. By setting the area of each simulation system to its average value and applying
an external field, the simulations determined the dependence of the plate’s conductivity on the magnesium
concentration: the conductivity linearly decreases as [Mg2+] increases, Fig. 3.4C, in agreement with the
experimental observations. Thus, increasing the concentration of Mg2+ ions makes the DNA origami plate
more compact, decreasing its conductivity.
To independently verify the compaction of the DNA origami plates induced by Mg2+, our experimental
collaborators in the Keyser group performed FRET measurements on DNA origami labeled with Cy3 (donor)
and Cy5 (acceptor) dyes. The fluorophore attachment sites were located in the center of the DNA origami
plate and within the same plane of the plate such that the dye linkers pointed outwards from the origami.
They prepared three variants of the structure having the Cy3-Cy5 pair aligned parallel, perpendicular and
diagonal to the direction of the DNA helices, Fig. 3.4D. The structural integrity of the fluorescently labeled
plates was confirmed by agarose (1%) gel electrophoresis. For each arrangement of the Cy3-Cy5 pair, FRET
measurements were performed by gradually increasing the concentration of MgCl2 in the same cuvette and
collecting the emission spectra at MgCl2 concentrations of 5.5, 55.5, 105.5 and 205.5 mM. This allowed
them to avoid possible artifacts associated with sample variation. The apparent FRET efficiency E* was
determined using a ratiometric approach, E∗ = IA/(ID + IA), where IA and ID were the emission intensities
of the acceptor and donor dyes, respectively, upon donor excitation. The intensities ID and IA were obtained
by calculating the area under the emission spectra corresponding to the donor and acceptor signals. The
apparent FRET efficiency was found to depend both on the orientation of the Cy3-Cy5 dyes and MgCl2
concentration, Fig. 3.4E. For the perpendicular orientation, a clear increase in E* by ∼20% as the MgCl2
concentration increased from 5.5 to 205.5 mM was observed, which our experimental collaborators in the
Keyser group interpret as the reduction of the distance between the labels. A similar trend was observed
for the diagonal orientation of the dyes. For labels placed along the DNA helix, increasing the MgCl2
concentration from 5.5 to 205.5 mM leads to a decrease in E* by ∼15%.
For comparison, the estimated distance between the dye attachment sites measured from the MD tra-
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jectories of the SQ2 system was plotted in Fig. 3.4F. In the experiment, the dye labels were attached
near scaffold crossovers of the origami plates. My minimal models of the plates contained neither the dye
molecules nor crossovers of the scaffold strand. Hence, the distance between phosphorous atoms was used
to estimate the distance between the dyes. For the parallel and diagonal arrangements of the Cy3–Cy5
pair, the average distance between all pairs of phosphorus atoms that satisfied the distance restraints of the
experimental design was computed, Fig. 3.4D. For the perpendicular arrangement, the average dimension
of the simulation system along the Y-axis was used. The distances were averaged over the 400 ns fragments
of the respective trajectories sampled every 2.4 ps. A higher separation between the dyes was observed at
lower concentrations of Mg2+ for the perpendicular arrangement of the FRET pair, in qualitative agreement
with the experiment. No statistically significant change in the FRET pair separation was determined for
the parallel and diagonal arrangements of the labels.
3.5 Deformation of DNA origami plates by electric field
Being negatively charged, a DNA origami plate moves in an external electric field, loading itself on top of a
nanocapillary or a solid-state nanopore [106–108, 112]. Once placed on a solid-state support, the motion of
the plate is arrested, however, further deformation of the internal structure can occur under the action of
the electric field.
To evaluate the nature and extent of the structural deformation, The behavior of the origami plates
in MD simulations carried out without the support structure was first examined. In those simulations, a
harmonic potential was applied to the center of mass of the DNA origami plate to limit the drift of the
plate in the external field. Fig. 3.5 summarizes the results of my analysis. In all two-layer DNA origami
structures, the distance between the layers was observed to increase with the magnitude of the electric field,
Fig. 3.5A and B. We suggest that the larger deformations observed in the HX2* structure as compared to
the HC2 structure were due to the missing Holliday junctions in our design, Fig. 3.5B. Such deformations
were reversible. For example, by switching the electric field on and off, the distance between the layers of the
SQ2 structure could be increased and reduced at a hundred nanosecond time scale, Fig. 3.5C. Analysis of the
MD trajectories revealed the hydrodynamic drag of the electro-osmotic flow [116] to cause such deformation
of the DNA origami plates (see below).
A different mode of deformation was observed when a DNA origami plate was put on top of a solid
support, Fig. 3.6A, which is a typical situation realized in experiment. For this set of MD simulations, a
∼15 nm nanogap structure from amorphous SiO2 was built and a fragment of SQ2 structure was placed
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Figure 3.5: Modulation of the DNA origami structure by applied voltage. (A) Representative conformations
of the SQ2 and HC2 DNA origami plates in the presence and absence of an external electric field (bias =
500 mV). The D defines the distance between the centers of mass of the scaffold strand in the upper and
bottom layers of the DNA origami plate. (B) The distance between the layers of the DNA origami plates
versus applied voltage. Lines are guides to the eyes. Data obtained at ∼50 M Mg2+/1M KCl bulk ion
concentration. (C) Reversible swelling and shrinking of the DNA origami plate by applied voltage. This set
of simulations was performed at ∼250 mM Mg2+/ 1 M KCl bulk ion concentration.
1 nm away from the SiO2 structure, leaving space for the addition of Mg
2+-hexahydrate. In contrast to my
previous setup, the origami plate was only made effectively infinite in the Y direction and was double in
length of the SQ2 plate. Following ∼20 ns equilibration, the systems were subjected to applied potentials
of different magnitudes.
Fig. 3.6A displays the structures observed at the end of the MD runs. The plate is observed to deform
and move into the gap as the magnitude of the applied bias increased. To qualify the degree of such motion,
the average distance from the origami plate’s center of mass and the nearest surface of the SiO2 structure,
H, was plotted in Fig. 3.6B. The plate moved in by several A˚, on average. Coincident with bending, the
layers of the DNA origami structure move apart, just like in our previous simulations of bare plate system,
Fig. 3.5. Under the same voltage, the layers in the bare and gap systems move apart by approximately the
same degree, Fig. 3.6B. Bending of the plate increases the density of DNA nucleotides, in comparison to the
density of an equilibrated SQ2 plate, Fig. 3.6C. At a 1 V bias, the DNA origami was observed to permeate
through the nanogap structure.
The observed deformation of the plate structure in the hybrid system is caused by a delicate balance of
the hydrodynamic drag that pushes the DNA origami away from the gap and the electrostatic force that pulls
the origami into the gap. In Fig. 3.6A, the non-uniform water flux pattern was characterized by indicating
the direction (arrow) and magnitude (color and line width) of the local flux using a streamplot. Fig. 3.6D
compares the total flux of water through the bare and hybrid DNA origami structures. To enable direct
comparison between the two systems, the figure shows the total water flux through the X-Y plane divided
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Figure 3.6: Electrical conductivity of a hybrid DNA origami / SiO2 structure. (A) Representative conforma-
tions of a hybrid structure under applied voltage of different magnitudes. Each simulation system contained
a two-layer square-lattice DNA origami, colored in blue (scaffold) and yellow (staples), placed on top of a
SiO2 nanogap, colored in yellow (Si) and red (O). Under periodic boundary conditions employed in the MD
simulations, the SiO2 structure is effectively infinite in the X-Y plane, whereas the DNA origami is effectively
infinite only in the Y direction. For the systems simulated under applied potential, the magnitude of the
local water flux is indicated using a colormap where the arrow heads indicate the direction of the flux lines.
All systems were simulated at ∼50 mM Mg2+/1 M KCl bulk ion concentration. (B) The distance between
the center of mass of the SQ2 plate and the top surface of SiO2 (right) and the distance between the upper
and lower layers of the SQ2 plate (left) versus applied voltage. For the hybrid structure, only the part of
the DNA origami directly on top of the gap in SiO2 was considered for calculation of D. (C) Density of the
DNA origami structure on top of the SiO2 gap versus applied voltage. The density of the SQ2 plate is shown
for comparison. (D) Water flux through the hybrid and bare plate structures versus voltage. (E) Current
density versus applied voltage for the hybrid and plate structures. Dashed lines are drawn from the origin
through the first (100 mV) point of each dependence to emphasize the nonlinear behavior. (F) Simulated
dependence of the relative conductance change ∆G on applied voltage for the hybrid and plate structures.
(G) Experimental dependence of ∆G on applied voltage at several Mg2+ concentrations.
by the X-Y area of the system (bare origami) or the area of the gap (hybrid system). The flux is smaller in
the case of the hybrid structure because of the presence of the SiO2 structure.
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Fig. 3.6E compares the I − V curves of the hybrid and bare DNA origami structures normalized by the
area. The I − V curves are slightly nonlinear in both cases: the current increases faster than linearly in the
case of the bare origami structure and slower than linearly in the case of the hybrid structure. To make
the nonlinear behavior more obvious, the relative conductance blockade ∆G that was previously introduced
to describe the nanocapillary measurements was plotted in Fig. 3.6F. ∆G clearly decreases in the case of a
bare structure and increases in the hybrid system.
The nonlinear behavior is explained by the deformation of the origami plates. The bare system becomes
more sparse as the voltage increases, Fig. 3.5, allowing more ions to pass. The hybrid system becomes more
dense, additionally obstructing the passage of ions, Fig. 3.6C. For comparison, ∆G measured experimentally
using the nanocapillary setup is plotted versus voltage in Fig. 3.6G. The simulated and experimental depen-
dencies are in good qualitative agreement. Direct quantitative comparison, however, is not possible as the
simulated and measured structures significantly differ from one another in terms of geometry: an infinite
gap was considered in simulations whereas a long conical capillary was used in the experiment. Another
factor is the presence of the guiding leash in the experiment, which could cause an additional deformation
of the structure [112]. These simulations also provide an estimate of the leakage current between the DNA
origami and the SiO2 surface: within 0.5 nm of the silica surface, the ionic current was found to amount to
at most 6% of the total current for the structures considered.
3.6 Anisotropic conductivity of DNA origami structures
To determine if the intrinsically anisotropic structure of a DNA origami object can cause it to have anisotropic
electrical properties, The m13 SQ2 system was simulated by applying the electric field parallel and perpen-
dicular to the DNA helices, Fig. 3.7A. Knowing the resulting ionic currents IX and IY, the ionic conductivity
of the SQ2 plate parallel (σo,X) or perpendicular (σo,Y) to the DNA helix direction can be computed using
an electric circuit model that approximates the simulated system as resistors connected in parallel (please
see methods in Section 3.9 and Fig. 3.9). Fig. 3.7A (Bottom) specifies the simulated directional conductivity
of the plate. The DNA origami is predicted to be more conductive parallel to the DNA helices than per-
pendicular to them. The conductivity of the plate along the Z direction, σo,Z, which is plotted in Fig. 3.2F,
is similar to that of σo,Y, but exhibits larger dependence on the voltage as the origami plate was free to
expand in that direction.
To test the predictions of the MD simulations, Jinglin, a graduate student in Keyser group, designed a
pair of cuboid-shaped DNA origami structures, Cuboid X and Y. Fig. 3.7B (Top) show the structures in
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detail. Importantly, Jinglin was able to control the orientation of the cuboids on top of the nanocapillary
with the help of a guiding leash attached to the different faces of the cuboids. As in the case of the DNA
origami plates, the placement of Cuboid X or Y on the nanocapillary tip as a drop in the ionic current
was detected until reversal of the voltage polarity ejected the cuboid structure. The trapping and ejection
experiments were repeated for hundreds of times for the same nanocapillary. All experiments were carried
out at 1 M KCl, 5 mM MgCl2, 0.5×TBE (Tris/Borate/EDTA) and pH 8.3.
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Figure 3.7: Anisotropic conductivity of DNA origami. (A) (Top) Illustration of the m13 SQ2 simulation
system solvated in 1 M KCl and 50 mM MgCl2. The scaffold strand (green) and the staples (yellow) are
shown. The four semi-transparent blue cylinders indicate the locations of the four DNA double helices. By
applying electric field in the X or Y direction and measuring the resulting ionic currents, the ionic conduc-
tivity of the plate in the X and Y directions, σo,X and σo,Y, can be computed using a circuit model, Fig. 3.9B
and C. (Bottom) Simulated ionic conductivity of the SQ2 plate parallel (σo,X) and perpendicular (σo,Y) to
the DNA axis versus applied voltage. (B) (Top) Schematic of experimental measurements of the anisotropic
conductivity of DNA cuboids. DNA origami cuboids are trapped on a nanocapillary in different orienta-
tions with the assistance of guiding leashes attached to different sides of the cuboids. Subject to a voltage
bias, ionic current passed through Cuboid X along the DNA helices and through Cuboid Y perpendicular
to the helices. (Bottom) Relative conductance change for Cuboid X and Cuboid Y systems versus applied
voltage. The error bars indicate the standard error of mean computed over five independent measurements.
(C, D) MD simulations of ionic current through cuboid-like structures on top of a nanogap. (Top) Typical
conformations of the two cuboid-like structures at the end of MD simulations carried out under a voltage
bias applied along the Z-axis. The systems shown in panels C and D differ only by the initial orientation
of the DNA origami object with respect to the nanogap. The DNA origami is colored in blue (A), green
(T), red (C) and yellow (G), the 5 nm SiO2 nanogap structure is colored in yellow (Si) and red (O), water
is shown as a semi-transparent surface, ions are not shown. Under periodic boundary conditions, the SiO2
structure is effectively infinite in the X-Y plane, whereas the DNA origami is effectively infinite only in
the Y direction. The numbers near black arrows indicate the average fraction of the ionic current passing
through the individual faces of the cuboid-like structures. The uncertainty intervals indicate the standard
error of the mean. (Bottom) The electrostatic potential map and the local current in the cuboid systems.
The electrostatic potential is shown as a colormap. For clarity, the high electrostatic potential inside the
SiO2 structure is not plotted. The local current is shown as a streamplot. The arrowheads indicate the
direction of the local current; the thickness and the color of the lines indicate the local current’s magnitude.
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For quantitative analysis, ionic current recordings for each cuboid from five nanocapillaries were chosen
whose resistances ranged between 50 and 140 MΩ. For nanocapillaries of similar resistances, ∆G appears to
be larger for Cuboid Y than for Cuboid X.
To directly compare the relative conductance blockades produced by Cuboids X and Y, our experimental
collaborators in the Keyser group need to account for the fact that the cuboids were longer (29 nm) in one
dimension (along with the DNA helices) than in the other two (both 23 nm). It was previously shown that
the conductance of a DNA origami plate is determined mainly by the current that flows through the area
directly above the nanopore, transverse to the plate [107]. Thus, the data can be corrected by assuming
that the resistance of a DNA origami cuboid is simply proportional to its length. Scaling the resistance of
Cuboid X by 23/29, our experimental collaborators in the Keyser group can arrive with an expression for
the corrected relative conductance change of cuboid X, ∆G′X, which can be directly compared to the relative
conductance change of Cuboid Y, ∆GY. Fig. 3.7B (Bottom) compares the relative conductance change
of Cuboid Y, ∆GY, to the relative conductance change of Cuboid X, ∆G
′
X, corrected for the difference
in the dimensions of the cuboids. At all voltages, ∆G′X is considerably smaller than ∆GY. Thus, the
measurements indicate that the DNA origami structure is considerably more conductive along the DNA
helix direction (Cuboid X) than normal to the DNA helices (Cuboid Y), in agreement with the predictions
of the MD simulations.
MD simulations of cuboid-like structures on top of a SiO2 nanogap demonstrate the feasibility of con-
trolling the direction of ionic current within the DNA origami structures using their anisotropic conductivity
properties, Fig. 3.7C and D. For these proof-of-principle simulations, the SQ6 origami structure was placed
on top of a 5 nm SiO2 nanogap in two orientations. Following our standard equilibration protocols, both
structures were simulated at 100, 250 and 500 mV bias each. The top row of Fig. 3.7C and D details the
percentage of the ionic current flowing in and out of the DNA origami structures. When the DNA helices
of the structure are parallel to the electric field, most (∼90%) of the current goes through the top face of
the origami cuboid. However, when the DNA helices are perpendicular to the electric field, only about half
(∼50%) of the current goes through the top face of the origami cuboid. Thus, the orientation of the DNA
helices clearly controls the amount of current transported normal and parallel to the nanogap surface. The
bottom row of Fig. 3.7C and D details the distribution of the electrostatic potential and the local ionic cur-
rents in the cuboid-like structures. The streamlines of the current tend to avoid passing the DNA helices at
a normal angle. When DNA helices are oriented parallel to the electric field, the current passes through the
gaps between the DNA helices. These simulations also provide an estimate of the leakage current between
the DNA origami and the SiO2 surface: within 0.5 nm of the silica surface, the ionic current was found to
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amount to at most 3% of the total current for the structures considered.
3.7 Comparison with a DNA brick plate
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Figure 3.8: Ionic conductivity of DNA origami and DNA brick plates. (A) The DNA origami (left) [55] and
DNA brick (right) systems used for simulations of ion conductivity. The scaffold strand of the DNA origami
structure is shown in blue, all other strands are shown in unique colors. The blue semi-transparent surface
illustrates the approximate dimension of the simulation unit cell. Each system contains 1 M KCl and 50 mM
MgCl2, ions are not shown for clarity. The horizontal semi-transparent cylinders are drawn to visually
distinguish the top and bottom layers of the structures. In the direction of applied electric field (the Z-axis),
the top and bottom layers are connected by four strands (green, purple, yellow, and red) in DNA origami
and two strands (pink and orange) in DNA brick plates. Both DNA origami and DNA brick structures are
effectively infinite within the X-Y plane under periodic boundary conditions; periodic images of some strands
along the X direction are shown to emphasize this point. (B) The X-Y area of the DNA origami (top) and
DNA brick (bottom) plates versus simulation time. The solid black lines indicate the moving average of
the instantaneous X-Y area values with a moving average window of 20 ns. The dashed lines indicate the
trajectory-average values of the X-Y area. (C, D) Ionic current density (panel C) and conductivity (panel
D) versus transmembrane voltage of DNA origami (blue) and DNA brick (green) plates. (E, F) Reversible
deformation of DNA origami (panel E) and DNA brick (panel F) plates produced by the applied electric
field. Each panel, the top graph shows the duty cycle of the transmembrane bias; the bottom graph plots
the average distance between the top and bottom layers of the plate. (G) A representative conformation of
a DNA brick junction under a 500 mV transmembrane bias. Individual strands are shown in unique colors.
The arrows indicate the locations of joint breaks in the structure. A visible twist appears in the structure
with respect to the junction.
DNA brick plates can be potentially used instead of DNA origami for nanopore sensing measure-
ments [106, 107], offering a larger design space and customization of the DNA sequence. In collaboration
with Scott Michael, another graduate student in my group, we would like to know how DNA brick plates
behave comparing to DNA origami plates.
To investigate the ionic conductivity of the DNA brick plates and their response to the applied electric
field, we designed an effectively infinite DNA brick plate to match the dimensions of the DNA origami plate
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that we have studied previously [55]. Both plates were composed of 2 layers of DNA duplexes submerged
in the aqueous solution of 50 mM MgCl2 and 1 M KCl, Fig. 3.8A. Similar to the DNA origami plate, the
DNA brick plate was equilibrated for ∼400 ns allowing its cross section to change. Despite having the same
initial dimensions, the DNA brick plate was found to have a higher cross section area than the DNA origami
plate, Fig. 3.8B. The conformation closest to the average was used to start the simulations under applied
electric field. The ionic current simulations were performed following a previously described method [53,67],
under transmembrane bias of 100, 250 and 500 mV. Comparison of the ionic current density through the DNA
brick and DNA origami plates indicates that the former is more permeable to ions, Fig. 3.8C. Consequently,
the DNA brick plate has higher ionic conductivity, Fig. 3.8D.
Previously, we have shown that DNA origami plates can be reversibly swelled by the electro-osmotic flow
produced by the application of the electric field [55]. To investigate the response of the DNA brick plate
to an alternating electric field, the plate was simulated under a transmembrane bias that was periodically
switched between 500 to 0 mV. In comparison to the response of the DNA origami plate, Fig. 3.8E, the
DNA brick plate was observed to swell considerably more under a 500 mV bias, Fig. 3.8F. Upon switching
the transmembrane bias off, the DNA brick plate largely recovered its structure, however, the time scale of
our simulations could be too short to achieve a full recovery. Closer examination of the DNA brick structure
under the applied bias revealed that the interhelical junctions, because of their single bond structure, can
act as swivel points for DNA duplexes, allowing the DNA helices to move about the bond, Fig. 3.8G, which
explains the larger swelling amplitude.
3.8 Conclusion
Through a combination of computer simulations and experiments, we have elucidated determinants and the
microscopic mechanism of ion conductivity of DNA origami. It has already been known that the lattice type
can affect the ionic conductance of the plate [113]. In accordance with the previous studies, my simulations
determined the conductance of a square-lattice plate to be approximately twice that of a honeycomb one.
Rather unexpectedly, both the bulk concentration of magnesium ions and the CG content of the DNA origami
plate were found to affect the conductivity of DNA origami via the same mechanism—altering the average
distance between the DNA helices in the plate. Increasing the concentration of Mg2+ makes the plates
more compact, reducing their ability to conduct ions. Our results suggest that the leakage current through
the DNA origami plates can be reduced by at least half along with the fluctuations of the current, which
is expected to increase the sensitivity of ionic current measurements performed using DNA origami-based
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nanopore sensors.
The structure of DNA origami plates was found to change in response to the applied electric field. Subject
to the same electric field, the two-layer square-lattice plate is considerably more leaky to ions than the four-
or six-layer plates because of the greater deformability of the former. Furthermore, switching on and off the
electric field was found to produce reversible changes in the plate structure on a very short (∼50 ns) time
scale. MD simulations identified the electro-osmotic flow as the microscopic force driving the deformation
of the plates. When placed on a solid-state support, the DNA origami both buckles and swells as a result of
the competition between the force of the applied field driving the origami into the nanopore and the drag
of the electro-osmotic flow swelling the structure. The reversible deformation of DNA origami structures in
electric field may find uses in the design of nanoscale electromechanical switches.
We have also shown that the electrical conductivity of a DNA origami object can be anisotropic. Al-
though materials science knows many examples of inorganic substances that exhibit anisotropic electrical
conductivity (for example, graphite), the ability of programming the electric properties of DNA-based nanos-
tructures has not been demonstrated, to the best of our knowledge, until now. The possibility of controlling
the direction and magnitude of ionic current within a self-assembled DNA nanostructure is poised to find
applications in nanofluidic electronics.
Comparing to DNA origami, a DNA brick plate is more leaky to ions than an equivalent DNA origami
plate because of its lower density and larger cross-section area. Subject to external electric field, the DNA
brick plate was observed to swell considerably more than the DNA origami plate and recover slower. Our
work demonstrates the predictive power of the MD method in the characterization of synthetic DNA nanos-
tructures.
3.9 Simulation and analysis methods
3.9.1 Building all-atom models of DNA origami systems
Using the caDNAno program [17], the 22-by-2 (2 layers), 8-by-4 (4 layers), 4-by-6 (6 layers) square (SQ)
lattice DNA origami plates and a honeycomb (HC) lattice plate containing 14 helices arranged as 3 planar
hexagons were designed. With the exception of the AT and GC SQ2 systems, for which we provided custom
(AT)n and (GC)n sequences, the plates were assigned the nucleotide sequence based on the m13mp18 genome
by caDNAno. Using the connectivity (.json) and the staple sequence (.csv) files, the caDNAno designs were
converted to all-atom structures by the cadnano2pdb program [52]. From the all-atom structures, the 4
(SQ2 and HC2), 8 (SQ4), or 12 (SQ6) helices were extracted, forming the minimal repeat units of the
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corresponding ideal lattice DNA origami designs. Under the periodic boundary conditions, the unit cells
formed effectively infinite plates. The hexagonal structure (HX2*) was made by inserting a 21-bp double
helix into the central pore of the HC2 structure. The additional helix was made effectively infinite under
periodic boundary conditions. The AT content of the HC2, HX2*, SQ4, SQ6 plates was about 46, 48, 50 and
55%, respectively. Variation of a few percent in the AT content among the plates was expected to have a
rather minor effect on the variation of the ionic current among the different designs. The SQ2 hybrid origami
structure was 64-bp long and contained two unit cells of SQ2. After the all-atom model of the DNA origami
structure was complete, Mg2+-hexahydrates [48] were randomly placed near the structures; water and ions
were added using the Solvate and Autoionize plugins of VMD. In X and Y, the dimensions of the solvation
box were the same as those of the DNA origami. The initial Z dimension of the solvation box was about
2∼3 times the Z dimension of the DNA origami; the Z dimension of the system was reduced considerably
during the equilibration as water entered the DNA origami structure.
3.9.2 Building all-atom models of DNA brick system
To simulate the ionic conductivity of a DNA brick structure, we used the NanoEngineer-1 software to built
the minimal unit cell of a DNA brick plate, periodic within the X-Y plane. The minimal unit cell contained
two DNA layers with two DNA duplexes in each layer. The DNA brick plate had the same initial dimensions,
the same number of nucleotides, and the same nucleotide sequence as the DNA origami plate (SQ2). The
resulting NanoEngineer design of the DNA brick plate was converted to an all-atom representation using
a custom nanoengineer2pdb conversion script. The all-atom model of the DNA brick plate was merged
with a pre-equilibrated volume of electrolyte solution containing 50 mM MgCl2 and 1 M KCl; the solution
volume was taken from the equilibrated all-atom model of the solvated DNA origami plate [55]. The final
system contained ∼50,000 atoms; the electrolyte solution separated the periodic images of the plate along
the Z-axis.
3.9.3 Equilibration of the all-atom models
Upon assembly, the systems were minimized using the conjugate gradient method for 9600 steps to remove
steric clashes. During the minimization process, every atom of the DNA origami structure was harmonically
restrained (with the spring constant kspring = 1 kcal/(mol A˚
2)) to its initial coordinates to prevent the
structure from breaking. After minimization, the systems were equilibrated under the NPT condition,
where the number of atoms (N), pressure (P) and temperature (T) were kept constant. The pressure was
set to 1 atm using the Nose´-Hoover Langevin piston method [117, 118]. The temperature was maintained
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at 295 K using a Langevin thermostat [119]. Fluctuations of the system’s dimensions along the X, Y and Z
axes were decoupled from one another. The systems were initially equilibrated for ∼2 ns applying harmonic
restraints (kspring = 1 kcal/(mol A˚
2)) to every atom of the DNA origami. Next, the equilibration was
continued for 10 ns applying the same-strength harmonic restraints to the atoms of the DNA bases only
(excluding hydrogen atoms), allowing the DNA backbone to relax. Following that, spatial restraints were
replaced by a set of harmonic potentials (kspring = 1 kcal/(mol A˚
2)) that confined the distances between
certain atom pairs in the DNA origami (excluding hydrogen atoms, phosphate groups, atoms in the same
nucleotide and pairs separated by more than 10 A˚) to their initial values; each system was simulated under
such restraints for ∼30 ns. Following that, the DNA origami was equilibrated without any restraints. During
all stages of the equilibration process, the integrity of each Mg2+-hexahydrate complex was maintained using
harmonic potentials (kspring = 5000 kcal/(mol A˚
2)) that kept the distance between the six water molecules
and the magnesium ion at 1.94 A˚.
3.9.4 Adjustment of bulk ion concentration
To determine and adjust the bulk ion concentration, a system was first simulated under the NPT conditions
and no restraints for 48 ns. The resulting MD trajectory was aligned to have the center of mass of the DNA
origami at the origin of the system and the solution symmetrically partitioned along the Z-axis with respect
to the DNA origami. The local ion concentration was computed in 1 A˚ bins along the Z-axis (normal to
the membrane) by averaging over the X-Y plane of the MD trajectory. The 5 A˚ top and bottom layers
(10 A˚ width in total) were used to measure the bulk concentration. The difference between the actual and
target bulk concentrations was used to determine the number and type of ions that needed to be added to
or removed from the system. Upon adjustment of the number of ions, the systems were minimized for 9600
steps and equilibrated for another 48 ns. The bulk concentration was recalculated and another adjustment
to the number of ions was made, if necessary. Obtaining the target concentration within ±20 mM accuracy
typically required 2∼5 iterations.
3.9.5 Construction of the hybrid system
The amorphous SiO2 structure was obtained using a previously described annealing procedure [60]. The
final structure measured 12 nm in the X direction, 5.15 nm in Y and 8 nm in Z. Under periodic boundary
conditions, the SiO2 structure represented an infinite (in the Y direction) gap, with the walls of the gap
separated by ∼15 nm in the X direction. To construct a hybrid structure, the SQ2-long plate was placed
across the gap 1 nm above the SiO2 structure. Under the periodic boundary conditions, the DNA origami
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plate was periodic only in the Y direction; the distance between the ends of the origami in the X direction was
about ∼5.5 nm. Mg2+-hexahydrate, water, K+ and Cl− were added as described above. As the dimension
of the hybrid system was fixed in the X and Y dimensions, ∼20 ns constant area NPT equilibration was
sufficient for the system to attain its equilibrium volume. In all simulations of the hybrid system, each
atom of SiO2 was harmonically restrained to its coordinates obtained at the end of the annealing procedure
(with the spring constant of 20 kcal/(mol A˚2)). A DNA-specific grid-based potential was applied to reduce
adhesion of DNA to SiO2 [120,121].
3.9.6 Calculations of the ionic conductivity
∆
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Figure 3.9: (A) Electric circuit model of the MD simulation of the DNA origami conductivity in the Z
direction (σo,Z). The all-atom system containing a DNA origami plate and ionic solution is modeled as two
resistors connected in series; Ro is the resistance of the origami plate and Rs is the resistance of the solution.
During the applied potential simulations, the dimensions of the system LX, LY and LZ are fixed. The ionic
current is determined by summing up local displacements of all charged species in the system, the applied
potential V = −LZE [67]. To compute the conductivity of the DNA origami plate, the plate’s extension
along the Z-axis Lo is computed as W + 2∆, where W is the average distance between the centers of mass
of the top and bottom layers of the origami and ∆ = 1.5 nm is the extension of the ion atmosphere around a
DNA helix [49]. (B, C) Electric circuit model of the MD simulation of the DNA origami conductivity in the
Y (σo,Y, panel B) and X (σo,X, panel C) directions. In both cases, the systems are modeled as two resistors
connected in parallel.
Fig. 3.9A illustrates the electric circuit model used to determine the conductivity of a DNA origami plate
in the Z direction (σo,Z). The total resistance of the system in the Z direction
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Rt,Z = Ro,Z +Rs,Z, (3.2)
where Ro,Z and Rs,Z are the resistances of the origami plate and solution in the Z direction, respectively.
The resistance of the solution can be calculated as
Rs,Z = ρs,Z
Ls
LXLY
, (3.3)
where ρs,Z is the resistivity of the solution in the Z direction, LX and LY are the dimensions of the simulation
system along the X and Y axes, respectively. The thickness of the solution Ls = LZ − Lo, where LZ and
Lo are the dimensions of the entire simulation system and of the DNA origami plate, respectively, along the
Z-axis.
To determine the resistivity of the solution, we built 5.2×10.4×10.5 nm3 (∼360 mM MgCl2/1M KCl) and
a 3.2×3.2×3.2 nm3 (∼50 mM MgCl2/1M KCl) systems. The systems were first equilibrated for ∼48 ns and
were then subjected to the applied bias of 100, 250 or 500 mV for 9.6 ns each. The average ionic current was
calculated for each system using block-averaged values sampled at 0.96 ns. The resistivity of the solution is
ρs =
V
I
× A
L
, (3.4)
where V is the bias, I is the current, L is the length of the simulation cell in the direction of the applied
electric field (Z-axis in our simulations) and A is the area of the system normal to the applied field. Obtained
resistivities of the two solutions did not depend on the applied bias or on the concentration of Mg2+, Fig. 3.10.
To determine the conductivity of a DNA origami plate, we defined its thickness in the direction of the
applied field as Lo = W +2∆. For square-lattice origami, W was defined as the distance between the centers
of mass of the scaffold strand in the top and bottom layers of the plate. For the HC2 and HX2* plates, W
was the distance between the centers of mass of the scaffold strand in the top most and bottom most helices.
The extension of the ion atmosphere around DNA ∆ was set to 1.5 nm, a typical value for the range of ion
concentrations considered in this work [49].
The conductivity of a DNA origami plate σo,Z = 1/ρo,Z = Lo/(LXLY) × 1/(Rt,Z −Rs,Z). Using Equa-
tion 3.3 for Rs,Z and V/IZ for Rt,Z, we obtain
σo,Z =
< Lo >< IZ >
V LXLY − ρs < IZ > (LZ− < Lo >) . (3.5)
In the above expression, the total ionic current < IZ > in the Z direction and the length of the DNA
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Figure 3.10: MD simulations of bulk solution resistivity. Each data point was extracted from a 9.6 ns MD
trajectory sampled every 2.4 ps. The data was blocked-averaged with a block size of 0.96 ns. The error bars
represent the standard error of the mean of the block-averaged data.
origami < Lo > are determined from the MD trajectory; V is the applied bias. To determine < IZ > and
< Lo >, their instantaneous values IZ(t) and Lo(t) were block-averaged from a 2.4 ps sampled trajectory
using a block size of 9.6 ns. The average conductivity and the standard error were computed using the
block-averaged data.
In order to calculate DNA origami conductivities in Y and X directions, σo,Y and σo,X, the MD systems
were modeled as resistors connected in parallel, Fig. 3.9B and C. The total resistance of each system are
Rt,Y =
1
1
Ro,Y
+ 1Rs,Y
and Rt,X =
1
1
Ro,X
+ 1Rs,X
(3.6)
where Ro,Y, Ro,X, Rs,Y and Rs,X are the resistances of the origami plate in Y and X direction, and the
resistance of the solution in Y and X direction, respectively.
Based on Equation 3.6 and the derivation above, we obtain
σo,Y =
< IY > ρsLY − V LX(LZ− < Lo >)
LXLoV ρs
and σo,X =
< IX > ρsLX − V LY(LZ− < Lo >)
LYLoV ρs
(3.7)
Similarly, IY(t), IX(t) and Lo(t) were block-averaged from a 2.4 ps sampled trajectory using a block size of
9.6 ns. The average conductivity and the standard error were computed using the block-averaged data.
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Chapter 4
Biomimetic membrane-spanning DNA
channels
4.1 Introduction
Membrane protein channels involved in cellular signal transductions are fascinating biological sensors with
high selectivity and efficiency. Recently, it was demonstrated that DNA origami-based channels can mimic
the ionic conductance and transport properties of membrane protein channels [9,109,110,122–127]. A typical
DNA channel is made by arranging a few parallel DNA double helices as a polygon. The central cavity of the
polygon is the transmembrane pore. The inner diameter of the DNA channel depends on the arrangement
and the number of DNA double helices. To stabilize the DNA channels in a lipid bilayer membrane, the
DNA channel has to be “anchored” to the lipid bilayer membrane with different hydrophobic groups, such
as replacing the negative charge of DNA backbone by ethylthiolate [109], adding cholesterol [9, 125, 126] or
porphyrin [110, 124], which are covalently connected to the channel. However, the structural stability and
its relationship with the ionic conductance was not established.
On the other hand, until recently, most of the DNA channel designs arrange 4 or 6 parallel DNA double
helices as a square [125] or hexagon [109, 110, 124, 126], giving an inner channel diameter of 1-2.5 nm. To
the best of our knowledge, most previously published DNA origami channels have 6 or fewer helices in the
transmembrane region, even the largest channel made with 54 DNA double helices [9]. Although the designs
and functions of the self-assembled DNA structures have skyrocketed over the past decade [8, 10, 16, 128],
the design space of the DNA channels is still poorly explored.
All-atom molecular dynamics (MD) simulation is currently the best way to investigate the relationship
between the structural stability and the ionic conductance of the DNA channels in atomic detail. The
Reproduced with permission in part from Kerstin Go¨pfrich, Chen-Yu Li, Iwona Mames, Satya Prathyusha Bhamidimarri,
Maria Ricci, Jejoong Yoo, Adam Mames, Alexander Ohmann, Mathias Winterhalter, Eugen Stulz, Aleksei Aksimentiev, and
Ulrich F Keyser. Ion channels made from a single membrane-spanning DNA duplex. Nano Lett., 16(7):4665–4669, 2016 (Copy-
right c© 2016 American Chemical Society) and Kerstin Go¨pfrich, Chen-Yu Li, Maria Ricci, Satya Prathyusha Bhamidimarri,
Jejoong Yoo, Bertalan Gyenes, Alexander Ohmann, Mathias Winterhalter, Aleksei Aksimentiev, and Ulrich F Keyser. Large-
conductance transmembrane porin made from DNA origami. ACS Nano, 10(9):8207–8214, 2016 (Copyright c© 2016 American
Chemical Society)
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predicting power of MD simulation also makes it an efficient way for the rational design of DNA channels.
In 2015, Jejoong Yoo, a postdoc fellow in our group, has published the first all-atom MD study on the 6-helix
channel designed by Burns et al [109]. In collaboration with Dr. Yoo and our experimental collaborator Dr.
Keyser from the University of Cambridge, I continued to apply the all-atom MD approach to investigate the
relationship between the structural stability and the ionic conductance of other channels and explore new
channel designs.
4.2 MD simulations of a range of DNA channels
16H12H4H11H 6H1 6H2 6H4 6H5
0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 (nm)
Figure 4.1: Side view (top) and top view (bottom) of the all-atom model of the DNA channels (blue and
yellow) with cholesterol tags (red) embedded in a DphPC lipid membrane (green) before equilibration. The
system contains magnesium ions in amount sufficient to neutralize the electrical charge of the DNA channels
and 1 M KCl solution (not shown). The water and lipid molecules facing the reader were removed to show
the embedded part of the channels.
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Fig. 4.1 shows a representative subset of all simulated channels. For the complete list of the simulated
channels, please see Table 4.1. The 1H and 16H was co-published by Go¨pfrich and me [122,123], in an effort
to explore the design of the DNA channels. They are the smallest and largest published DNA channels
so far, and will be described in Section 4.3 and 4.4. The 4H2 was the first published 4-helix channel by
Go¨pfrich et al [125]. Since it looked like 4H1 with differences in the cross-over pattern, it was not explicitly
shown in Fig. 4.1. The 6H1 was the simplest 6-helix channel (with only 6 DNA strands) designed by Burns
et al [126]. The 6H2 was also designed by Burns et al [109], which were simulated by Dr. Yoo along with
its variate 6H3 [129]. Since 6H3 looked like 6H2 with differences in the chemical modification of a few
nucleotides in the transmembrane region, it was not explicitly shown in Fig. 4.1, either. The 6H2 and 6H3
were named as system I and II, respectively, in the paper [129]. The 6H5 was the first published DNA channel
designed by Langecker et al [9]. The 12H was a large T-shaped pore (T-pore) recently published by Krishnan
et al [127]. Although it was possible to simulate the entire T-pore, but since we were only interested in the
ionic conductance and the structure at the channel-lipid interface, a truncated version of the original T-pore
was simulated, which was the 12H shown in Fig. 4.1. All of the systems contain magnesium ions in amount
sufficient to neutralize the electrical charge of the DNA channels and 1 M KCl solution (not shown). Please
see Section 4.11 for model building and equilibration protocol.
Table 4.1: The complete list of all simulated DNA channels
Name
Number of
structure size (nm)a anchored by First published bypore-forming
helices
1H 0 2.3×2.3×12.2 6 porphyrins Co-published with Go¨pfrich [122]
4H1 4 5×5×13 2 cholesterols
4H2 4 5×5×13 2 cholesterols Go¨pfrich et al [125]
6H1 6 7×7×10 3 cholesterols Burns et al [126]
6H2c 6 7.4×7.4×15.8 charge removal Burns et al [109]
6H3c 6 7.4×7.4×15.8 charge removal
6H4 6 13.4×13.4×41 6 cholesterols
6H5 6 32.5×32.5×63.7 26 cholesterols Langecker et al [9]
12Hb 12
51×46×27 57 tocopherols Krishnan et al [127]
20.4×22×18 2 cholesterols
16H 16 32.8×30.5×54 19 cholesterols Co-published with Go¨pfrich [123]
a After equilibration simulation.
b Top: Original design. Bottom: Truncated structure for all-atom MD simulation.
c Simulation work done by Dr. Yoo [129].
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Figure 4.2: MD simulations of the 16H inserted into a DphPC lipid bilayer. (A) All-atom model of the 16H
with cholesterol tags (red) embedded in a lipid membrane (green) before equilibration. The system contains
magnesium ions in amount sufficient to neutralize the electrical charge of the 16H and 1 M KCl solution (not
shown). Total system size: 7,963,516 atoms. Electric field, E, in direction of positive transmembrane bias as
indicated. (B) Steady-state local densities of lipid chain (carbon atoms, green color scale), DNA (phosphorus
atoms, blue color scale) and ion current (streamlines, purple-red-yellow color scale). The arrows indicate
the direction of the local ionic current flux, and the color shows the flux’ magnitude. The maps were
computed from 19.2 ns long MD trajectories at a +100 mV bias sampled with a frequency of 240 ps, radially
averaged about the Z-axis to improve the resolution. (C) Cumulative charge transmitted across the lipid
bilayer membrane at +100 mV (blue), +30 mV (green), -30 mV (red) and -100 mV (purple) transmembrane
biases. The instantaneous currents were sampled every 48 ps. The cumulative charge curves were obtained
by integrating the respective instantaneous current curves versus simulation time. (D) Current-voltage
characteristics. The data is block averaged with a block size of 2.88 ns. Error bars indicate the standard
error of the mean, the dashed line represents a linear fit. The slope, α, is the channel’s conductance.
4.3 The largest DNA channel – A DNA porin
To expand the design of the synthetic lipid membrane pores, in collaboration with Kerstin from the Keyser
group, we created a larger funnel-shaped porin (16H) from DNA origami. The nominal cross section of
the DNA porin is 6 nm (width of 3 DNA helices), which is wider than the cross section of large natural
porins and comparable to the electrical diameter of the nuclear pore complex. To perform an all-atom MD
simulation, an all-atom model including all components of the experimental system was built: the 16H itself,
the DphPC lipid bilayer, ions, and water molecules, Fig. 4.2A, resulting in a system of 7,963,516 atoms. In
the first 48 ns of the equilibration simulation, the 16H was restrained to its initial coordinates, allowing the
membrane and the solvent to adopt an equilibrium configuration. The restraints were gradually removed
over 14.4 ns. The system was subsequently simulated in the absence of restraints for another 19.2 ns. During
equilibration simulations, lipid molecules rearranged around the transmembrane part of the 16H, forming
a water-filled passage along the 16H’s outer surface, Fig. 4.2B. Approximately 900 water molecules, or 50
per 180◦ segment of each DNA duplex, surrounded the 16H within a 1 nm thick rectangular slab centered
at the middle plane of the membrane. The interior volume of the channel was filled with solution as well.
This gives rise to an effective electrical diameter of approximately 11 nm for the 16H, making it larger than
the electrical diameter proposed for the nuclear pore complex (6 nm). The equilibrium ion concentration
outside the 16H was close to the target bulk values (1.1 M KCl and 20 mM MgCl2); the concentration of
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Mg2+ was found to vary considerably within the system, increasing to 0.6 M within the 16H’s walls.
To evaluate its ionic conductance, the 16H was simulated at +100, +30, -30, and -100 mV transmembrane
biases, reproducing the experimental voltage range. The duration of each MD simulation was 19.2 ns at
±100 mV and 48 ns at ±30 mV, which was sufficient to observe statistically significant displacement of ions
within the MD trajectories [53,55,129]. The cumulative charge transmitted across the lipid bilayer over time
is plotted in Fig. 4.2C. Around 80% of ions flow through the central pore, while ion flow along the outside of
the channel contributes 20% to the total conductance. The I–V curve obtained from simulations, Fig. 4.2D,
is ohmic and yields an average conductance of 46.5 nS. The simulated conductance is thus in very good
agreement with the experimental data, taking into account the difference in the access resistance conditions
and systematic overestimation of bulk electrolyte conductance in the simulation [129].
4.4 The smallest DNA channel by a single DNA duplex
E
DCBA
Figure 4.3: MD simulations of the 1H channel (a DNA duplex) inserted into a DphPC lipid bilayer (A)
All-atom models of the duplex with hydrophobic tags (red) embedded in a lipid membrane (green) before
equilibration. The system contains magnesium ions in amount sufficient to neutralize the electrical charge
of the duplex and 1 M KCl solution (not shown). Total system size: 140,630 atoms. Electric field, E, in
direction of positive transmembrane bias is indicated. (B) Steady-state local densities of lipid tail (carbon
atoms, green), DNA (phosphorus atoms, blue) and ionic current (streamlines). The arrows indicate the
direction of the local ionic current flux, the color shows the flux’ magnitude. The maps were computed
from a 672 ns MD trajectory at a +100 mV bias sampled with a frequency of 240 ps per frame; radially
averaged about the central axis of the duplex (Z-axis) to improve the resolution. (C) Cumulative charge
transmitted across the lipid bilayer at +100 mV (blue), +30 mV (green), -30 mV (red) and -100 mV (purple)
transmembrane biases. The instantaneous currents were sampled every 2.4 ps. The cumulative charge curves
were obtained by integrating the respective instantaneous current curves versus simulation time. (D) The
simulated current-voltage characteristics. To compute the error, instantaneous ionic currents were block
averaged with a block size of 9.6 ns. The error bars were computed as the standard error of the mean of the
block averaged values. The dashed line represents a linear fit. The slope, α, is the channel’s conductance.
From my preliminary simulation of the 4H1 channel, I found that lipid molecules around the negatively-
charged DNA channel will not stay parallel to the normal of the membrane, which is the normal case
for membrane protein. Instead, the surrounding lipid molecules would point the hydrophilic head group
toward the DNA channel and reduce the exposure of the hydrophobic tail group to the DNA channel. As a
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result, the lipid molecules around the DNA channel would form a toroidal pore. Consistent with the lipid
rearrangement and formation of the toroidal pore, water and ions were found not only transport through the
center of the 4H1 channel, but also the outer surface of the 4H1 channel. If that is true and not an artifact
from my simulation, a single DNA duplex embedded in the lipid membrane, without an open pore, should
be able to transport water and ions as well.
To verify this observation, in collaboration with Kerstin from the Keyser group, an all-atom model of
the 1H embedded in a DphPC lipid bilayer submerged in 1 M aqueous solution of KCl was built analogous
to the experimental conditions, Fig. 4.3A. The system was simulated by restraining the duplex to its initial
coordinates in the membrane for the first 48 ns. The restraints were gradually removed over ∼15 ns,
following which the 1H was simulated for ∼140 ns in the absence of any restraints. During the equilibration
simulations, lipid molecules rearranged around the transmembrane part of the 1H, forming a narrow water-
filled passage in its circumference, Fig. 4.3B. Approximately 100 water molecules were found on average
surrounding the 1H within a 1 nm thick rectangular slab centered at the middle plane of the membrane.
The ionic conductance of the 1H was determined by applying an external electric field across the lipid bilayer
and measuring the instantaneous displacement of ions within the MD trajectories [53,55,129]. Reproducing
the experimental conditions, the system was simulated at +100, +30, -30, and -100 mV transmembrane
biases for ∼670 ns at each bias. Fig. 4.3C displays the cumulative charge transmitted across the 1H as
a function of the simulation time at different transmembrane voltages. The slope of each curve gives the
average ionic current. The plot of the average current versus transmembrane voltage, Fig. 4.3D, yields an
average simulated conductances of 0.09 nS. This is in excellent quantitative agreement with the experimental
conductance (0.1 nS).
Since our membrane-inserting 1H lacks a central channel, it is fundamentally different from previous
DNA-based membrane pores which were composed of either four [125] or six [9, 109, 110, 124, 126] inter-
connected duplexes. Yet the insights gained from this study are essential for further development of this
emerging class of synthetic membrane pores and settle the ongoing debate regarding the pathway of ions
through DNA membrane pores [9, 124, 130]. 1Hs are expected to contribute to the total conductance of all
DNA-based pores that feature an amphiphilic transmembrane domain. The total conductance of DNA pores
is thus the sum of the conductance through the central pore and through the toroidal lipid pore surrounding
it. The relative contributions of these two conductance pathways will depend on the pore circumference
relative to its area, as well as the hydrophobicity of its exterior. In line with this argument, experiments and
simulations yield lower conductances for the duplex-induced lipid channel (≤ 100 pS) compared to reports of
previous DNA channels (0.25-1.6 nS [9, 109, 110, 124–126]). The ionic current characteristics of the duplex-
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induced toroidal pores show similarities with larger DNA pores, such as ohmic IV-behavior in the lower
voltage range [9, 109, 110, 124–126], and relatively wide-spread conductance values [109, 125]. Our 1Hs are
different from amphiphilic peptides that are known to destabilize lipid membranes or change bilayer thick-
ness [131] as the induced currents can be stable and are much higher than in the latter cases. Toroidal lipid
pores have been observed previously, for instance, induced by a genetically engineered α-hemolysin pore with
a truncated stem [132]. Here, we provide evidence that not only peripheral but also integral membrane com-
ponents can cause the reorientation of lipids and thereby formation of ion pathways lined by the lipid head
groups themselves. Although our DNA duplex-induced channel and the genetically engineered α-hemolysin
protein are both man-made, they provide evidence that alternative conductance pathways without a phys-
ical channel may also exist in biological systems. Indeed, it has been suggested that toroidal lipid pores,
transient or stable, can be induced by amphiphilic antimicrobial peptides [133, 134], by anion channels in
the TMEM16/ANO superfamily, amyloid protein aggregates [135], the HIV-1 TAT peptide [136] and due to
spontaneous density fluctuations within a membrane near its phase-transition observed in experiments [137]
and simulations [138].
By probing ion flux induced by a single DNA duplex in experiments and elucidating the microscopic
ion pathway in MD simulations, we gain a fundamental understanding of ion conduction mechanisms across
lipid membranes. Our results are of direct relevance to the ongoing debate on the physiological role of
lipid channels, especially in the context of Alzheimer’s disease [135] and immune response [133, 134]. Fur-
thermore, as a duplex is stable across a wider range of conditions compared to DNA origami, it is ideally
suited for applications that require specific buffers, like cell culture. Single-stranded overhangs protrud-
ing from the membrane could serve as customizable extra-membranous domains for cellular targeting and
stimuli-response. Extramembranous domains could be modified to target cellular receptors or serve as
metastable binding sites for signaling molecules, highlighting the level of customizability of this versatile
albeit minimalistic design. Substrate-induced oligomerization will enable the creation of smaller and larger
duplex-based assemblies in cellular environments. With this insightful combination of goal-oriented design,
reverse-engineering, single-molecule experiments and all-atom simulations, we expect 1Hs to contribute to
our understanding of ion-conduction across lipid membranes and to our ability to control it.
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Figure 4.4: The ionic conductance of the DNA channels. (A, B) Top view (panel A) and side view (panel
B) of the lipid cross-section in the 4H1 system. The 4H1 channel (blue and yellow) with hydrophobic tags
(violet) embedded in a lipid membrane (C: cyan; O: red; N: blue; P: light yellow; H: not shown). A 1-nm
section of water molecules (O: red; H: white) in the center of the lipid and surrounding the DNA helices were
shown. The DNA and lipid molecules facing the reader were removed for clarity. (C) The ionic conductance
dependence on the effective pore area. Except for 6H2 and 6H3, the ionic conductances were averaged from
simulations of -100, -30, +30 and +100 mV biases. For 6H2 and 6H3, the ionic conductances were averaged
from +50, +100, +200, +400 and +600 mV biases, which the data was taken from the previous study [129].
The effective pore area was defined by the number of water molecules in the 1-nm section (panel B) divided
by 33.44 water molecule per nm3. The experimental ionic conductances were also shown (filled symbols),
which the effective pore area was plotted using the simulated value.
4.5 The ionic conductance of the DNA channels depends on the
effective pore area
To see if all-atom MD simulation can reproduce the experimental conductance measured in other channels, all
of the channels (except for 6H2 and 6H3) were simulated in -100, -30, +30 and +100 mV biases. Intuitively,
the ionic conductance should be proportional to the pore size of the channels. But, after equilibration
simulation, each DNA channel would depart from the idealized structure in different ways. Thus, using the
pore size of the idealized pore is not a good idea. In addition, we have established that both the inside of the
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channel and the surface of the channel can conduct water and ions. Using the pore area surrounded by the
DNA helices does not account for the ion pathway on the outer surface of the DNA channels. An alternative
way is to measure the number of water molecules in the transmembrane region of the DNA channels. Since
the water molecules could be found both the inside and the outside of the channels, this method would also
take the ionic pathway on the outer surface of the channels into account.
Fig. 4.4A, B show the top view (panel A) and side view (panel B) of the water molecules surrounding
the DNA helices in the 4H1 system. Only the water molecules within a 1-nm slab were shown and taken
into account to estimate the effective pore area. Since there are 33.44 water molecules in a 1 nm3 volume,
the effective pore area can be estimated as:
Effective pore area (nm
2
) =
number of water molecules in 1-nm slab (molecules / nm)
33.44 (molecules / nm
3
)
(4.1)
Fig. 4.4C shows the simulated conductance of all of the DNA channels versus the effective pore area.
Except for 6H2 and 6H3, all of the simulated conductances were averaged from simulations with -100, -30,
+30 and +100 mV biases. For 6H2 and 6H3, the ionic conductances were averaged from +50, +100, +200,
+400 and +600 mV biases. The simulated conductance appeared to be highly correlated to the effective
pore area with a Pearson’s R = 0.97.
The average experimental conductances for each of the published channels were also plotted in Fig. 4.4C
using the simulated effective pore area. Except for 1H and 16H, all of the simulated conductances were
2∼10 times larger than the simulated conductance. In addition to the membrane tension effect suggested
by Dr. Yoo [129], this result suggested that most of the DNA channels in the experiment were less likely to
be assembled on the lipid membrane as in the simulated conformation. In experiments, the DNA channels
could be unfolded, deformed, tilted or even not inserted properly. In Section 4.8 and 4.9, I will describe two
possible scenarios I investigated, the unfolded channel and the channel blocked by lipid molecules. Both
conditions showed a significant reduction of the simulated ionic conductance.
4.6 The non-linear I–V behavior
The simulated I–V curve was found to be linear within -100∼+100 mV, Figs.4.2D and 4.3D. However, the
I–V curve could become non-linear if the bias increased to 250 mV, Fig. 4.5A. The non-linear behavior also
seemed to correlate with the effective pore area, Fig. 4.5B. At higher bias, the higher mobility of the water
and ions increased the effective pore area. Fig. 4.5C shows an example of overlapped the pore snapshots
from -250 and -100 mV. The pore in -250 mV appeared to be larger than the pore in -100 mV.
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Figure 4.5: (A) The simulated I-V curve of the 4H1 channel. The solid line was the polynomial fit. The
dashed line was the inverse of the upper half (voltage > 0 mV) of the solid line. The error bar as the standard
error of the mean. (B) The effective pore area versus the voltage of the 4H1 channel. The solid line was
the polynomial fit. The error bar as the standard error of the mean. (C) Overlapped top view snapshots of
the pore in -250 (blue) and -100 (red) mV. The pores were shown as the semi-transparent molecular surface
occupied by water molecules. The lipid molecules were represented the same as in Fig. 4.4A and B. The
atoms of the lipid molecules which X2 + Y2 > 2000 A˚2 were hidden for clarity.
4.7 Channel aggregation could non-linearly increase ionic
conductance
The experimentally measured ionic conductance are usually widespread with a few peaks [109, 125]. To see
if those peaks could result from channel aggregation, two double channel systems were made by putting
two 4H1 separated (4H1-4H1) and aggregated (4H1/4H1) in the lipid membrane, Fig. 4.6A. Fig. 4.6B shows
the simulated ionic current per channel through the original 4H1, 4H1-4H1 and 4H1/4H1 in +250 mV bias.
When the two 4H1 channel were separated (4H1-4H1), the current per channel was the same as the 4H1
alone. But, if two 4H1 channel aggregated together (4H1/4H1), the simulated current per channel became
roughly twice of the current in the 4H1 alone.
To figure out why, I looked into what has changed in the conducting mechanism. Fig. 4.6C and D show
the side view of the 4H1 and 4H1/4H1. Fig. 4.6E and F show the current flux through 4H1 and 4H1/4H1.
The pore size in 4H1/4H1 (Fig. 4.6F) appeared to be roughly twice of the pore size in 4H1 alone (Fig. 4.6E),
resulting in higher current density in the 4H1/4H1 channel. To quantitatively compare the current density,
the current density in the pore (region framed by pink dashed lines) in Fig. 4.6E and F were averaged along
the Z-axis, Fig. 4.6G. Both the maximum value and the width of the peak in the 4H1/4H1 were larger than in
the 4H1 alone. Fig. 4.6H shows the total current through 4H1 and each 4-helix segments of the 4H1/4H1 by
summing up the current density in each segment. The currents through all 4-helix segments of the 4H1/4H1
were higher than the total current of 4H1 alone. The simulation result suggested that aggregation of DNA
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Figure 4.6: The aggregation effect on the ionic conductance of the DNA channels. (A) The top view of
the systems with single 4H1, 2 separated 4H1 (4H1-4H1) and 2 aggregated 4H1 (4H1/4H1) using the same
representation as in Fig. 4.1. (B) The simulated current per channel in +250mV bias. (C, D) The side view
of the 4H1 (panel C) and 4H1/4H1 (panel D) system. The lipid membrane and the water molecules facing
the reader have been removed for clarity. Electric field, E, in direction of positive transmembrane bias is
indicated. (E, F) Steady-state local densities of lipid head group (phosphorus atoms, grayscale) and local
ionic current densities in the 4H1 (panel E) and 4H1/4H1 (panel F) system in +250mV bias. The arrows
indicate the direction of the local ionic current flux and the color shows the flux’ magnitude. The maps were
computed from the section where -2.5 nm < Y < 2.5 nm, containing the DNA helices (∼2.5 nm per DNA
helix). The data was calculated from a ∼100 ns MD trajectory at a +250 mV bias sampled with a frequency
of 240 ps per frame. (G) The current density values of the two simulations taken from -2 nm < Z < 0 nm
(region framed by the pink dashed lines) in panel (E) and (F). (H) The ionic current through the 4H1 and
each 4-helix segments of the 4H1/4H1.
channels could non-linearly increase the current and possibly produced the rare conductance peaks measured
in experiments.
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Figure 4.7: The ionic conductance dependence on the unfolding of DNA channels. (A) The equilibrated
structure and the caDNAno design blueprint of the original 4H1 (left, blue), 4H1 missing 1 DNA strand
(4H1 m1, center, green) and 4H1 missing 2 DNA strand (4H1 m2, right, red). The missed DNA strands in
the molecular structures of 4H1 m1 and 4H1 m2 were shown transparent and blue. In the caDNAno design
blueprint, the missing strands were shown as dashed blue lines. (B) The root-mean-squared-deviation
(RMSD) of the three systems. The initial conformation of the 4H1 m1 and the 4H1 m2 were taken from the
4H1 after ∼200 ns equilibration simulation. (C) The simulated current-voltage characteristics of the three
systems. The error bars were the standard error of the mean. The solid lines represented the linear fits. The
slope of the fit were the conductances of the three systems. (D) Overlapped top view snapshots of the pore
after equilibration simulation in 4H1 (blue), 4H1 m1 (green) and 4H1 m2 (red). The pores were shown as
the semi-transparent molecular surface occupied by water molecules. The lipid molecules were represented
the same as in Fig. 4.4A and B. The atoms of the lipid molecules which X2 + Y2 > 1800 A˚2 were hidden
for clarity. (E) The ionic conductance versus the effective pore area. The purple shaded area was the range
of the experimental conductance of 4H2 [125].
4.8 Channel unfolding could decrease the ionic conductance
As we saw in Section 4.5, the simulated ionic conductances were 2∼10 times higher than the experimental
conductances for most of the DNA channels. The inconsistency of the ionic conductance could result from
the differences between the simulated condition and the experimental condition, including differences in the
channel conformation, differences in the structure of the lipid membrane, and differences in the orientation
and conformation of the channel-membrane assembly. Since it is not practical to study all possibilities, I
focus on two different scenarios, channel unfolding, and channel blocking by a lipid molecule. They will be
described in current and Section 4.9.
To investigate the effect of channel unfolding on the ionic conductance, two variants of the 4H1 channel
were built by removing 1 DNA strand (4H1 m1) and 2 DNA strands (4H1 m2), Fig. 4.7A. Since my previous
simulation of 4H2 has shown that cross-overs at the termini of the channel stabilize the channel structure and
it is computationally expensive and nearly impossible to sample all possible conformations of an unstable
channel, only DNA strands that do not participate in the cross-over formation were removed. The initial
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conformations of the 4H1 m1 and 4H1 m2 were taken from the 4H1 which has been equilibrated for ∼200 ns.
Fig. 4.7B shows the root-mean-squared-deviation (RMSD) of the three systems comparing to the idealized
structure of the 4H1 channel. Removing those non-cross-over-forming DNA strands had only minor impact
on the overall structure of the channel.
After equilibration, the 4H1 m1 and 4H1 m2 were simulated under applied bias -100, -30, +30 and +100
mV. Fig. 4.7C shows the simulated I–V curve of the 4H1 m1 and 4H1 m2 compared to original 4H1. The ionic
conductance of 4H1 decreased as more DNA strands were removed. Since both removed DNA strands were
partially embedded in the lipid membrane (center of the channel were embedded in the membrane, Fig. 4.7A),
the decrease could result from shrinking of the toroidal pore. Fig. 4.7D shows the overlapped snapshots of
the pores in the three systems. The 4H1 m1 did have a smaller pore than 4H1 and pore of the 4H1 m2
was the smallest among the three. Indeed, the average effective pore area decreased by the removal of DNA
strands, Fig. 4.7E, which was consistent with the decreasing ionic conductance. The effective pore area
was calculated using the same method as described in Section 4.5. For comparison, Fig. 4.7E also shows
the range of experimental conductance of 4H2 [125]. The ionic conductance of the 4H1 m1 was within the
range of the experimental conductance. Furthermore, the ionic the 4H1 m2 was even close to the average
experimental conductance. Thus, the simulation result verified that channel unfolding could be one of the
reasons for the inconsistency between the simulated and experimental ionic conductance.
4.9 A blocked channel could have lower the ionic conductance
When the DNA channels were assembled with the lipid membrane in MD simulation, all of the lipid molecules
within the channel were removed (Section 4.11). However, this may not mimic the experimental scenario. It
is possible that some of the lipid molecules were trapped inside the DNA channel during the insertion process
and blocking the channel. To see how lipid molecules could block the DNA channel and reduce the measured
ionic conductance, a 4H1 variant was simulated by placing a lipid molecule in the center of the channel.
Fig. 4.8A shows the side view of the 4H1 system using the representation as in Fig. 4.1 and the chicken wire
representation which the interior of the channel is visible. Fig. 4.8B shows the zoomed-in snapshots of the
original 4H1 channel (w/o lipid) and the 4H1 channel with a lipid molecule inside the channel (w/ lipid)
using the chicken wire representation.
To simulate the ionic conductance and see whether the lipid molecule inside the 4H1 channel could be
flush out, the 4H1 channel with a lipid was simulated with ±250 mV biases. Since the lipid molecule is
electrically neutral, the only driving force to push the lipid molecule out of the channel would be the electro-
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Figure 4.8: The MD simulation of a lipid molecule blocking the 4H1 channel. (A) The side view of the 4H1
system using the same representation as in Fig. 4.1 (left) and using the chicken wire representation to show
the channel (right). In the chicken wire representation, DNA helices and the cross-over between the DNA
helices were shown as vertical rods and horizontal rods, respectively. The single-stranded DNA overhangs
on the termini of the channel were not shown. Electric field, E, in direction of positive transmembrane bias
is indicated. (B) Zoomed-in snapshots of the two systems: the original 4H1 without a lipid in the channel
(w/o lipid) and the 4H1 with a lipid (w/ lipid, yellow) which was placed in the center of the channel at the
beginning of the simulation. The red spheres are the K+ ion. For clarity, only 10% of the K+ ion are shown.
(C) The simulated conductances of the two systems in +250 mV bias. The error bars are the standard
error of the mean. (D) Steady-state local densities of lipid tail (carbon atoms, green) and ionic current
(streamlines). The arrows indicate the direction of the local ionic current flux, and the color shows the flux’
magnitude. The maps were computed from a ∼100 ns MD trajectory at a +250 mV bias sampled with a
frequency of 240 ps per frame; radially averaged about the central axis of the duplex (Z-axis) to improve
the resolution.
osmosis (see Section 3.5). Within 100 ns of MD simulation with applied bias, the lipid molecule was still
trapped inside the channel. The ionic conductance of the 4H1 channel blocked by a lipid molecule was about
half of the conductance of a “clean” 4H1 channel, Fig. 4.8C. Fig. 4.8D shows the local current density of
comparing the two simulations. Comparing the left and right plot of Fig. 4.8D, the lipid trapped in the
channel was shown to block the ionic transport pathway and reduce the current density in the center of the
channel, resulting in a lower ionic conductance. Therefore, the simulation result suggested that the DNA
channels in the experiments could possibly have lipid molecules trapped inside, which resulted in a lower
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ionic conductance comparing to the simulated value.
4.10 Conclusion
In conclusion, all-atom MD simulation was applied to investigate the relationship between the structural
stability and the ionic conductance of a range of DNA channels. In collaboration with Keyser group from
University of Cambridge, we developed the largest synthetic membrane pore using DNA origami so far. To
verify the lipid rearrangement around the DNA channel predicted in my MD simulation, we designed the
smallest DNA channel – a DNA duplex without an open pore. The DNA duplex was found to assembled
on the lipid membrane, forming a toroidal pore and conduct water and ions. Those observations confirmed
my prediction on the lipid rearrangement. The simulated ionic conductance for other DNA channels was
found to be about 2∼10 times higher than the experimental conductance, but they were consistent with
the effective pore area observed in the simulation. The I–V curves of the DNA channels were ohmic within
±100 mV, but non-linear I–V curve could be observed at higher biases (±250 mV). My MD simulation
suggested that channel aggregation would non-linearly increase the ionic conductance, which could explain
the widespread conductance measured in experiments. There are several factors which could explain the
different conductances obtained in simulation and experiment. My MD simulations suggested that both
channel unfolding and channel blocked a lipid molecule could result in lower ionic conductance, reproducing
the experimental values.
4.11 Simulation and analysis methods
4.11.1 Assembly of the simulation systems
The caDNAno designs of all DNA channels except for 6H1 were converted to idealized all-atom structures
using a previously described method [52]. The structure of the 6H1 was made with NanoEngineer-1 following
the design on the paper [126]. Then, the 6H1 structure was converted to all-atom coordinates by a custom
script written by me. To describe the cholesterol and porphyrin groups covalently attached to DNA, chemical
models of both attachments, including all atoms of the linkers, were created; force field parameters were
obtained using the CHARMM General Force Field (CGenFF) webserver. Matching the experimental design
of the DNA duplex channel, porphyrin groups were added to DNA via custom patches in the conformation
suggested by the previous structural model (http://www.southampton.ac.uk/∼stulz/gallery.php). For all
other channels, cholesterol groups were added to termini of select DNA strands; the cholesterol groups were
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initially placed to point away from the channel and usually orient normal to the plane of the lipid bilayer.
Before inserting into the lipid membrane, the structures of the 16H, 12H, 6H4 and 4H1 were simulated
using the all-atom MD method for 1 ns in vacuum under a network of elastic restraints which allowed the
structure to globally relax its conformation, Table 4.2 [66]. The DPhPC lipid membranes were prepared by
replicating a small patch of a pre-equilibrated lipid bilayer. After merging the channel structure with the
DPhPC lipid membrane, DPhPC molecules located either within 3 A˚ of the channel or inside the channel
were removed. Mg2+-hexahydrates [48] were randomly placed near the channels in the amount required to
exactly compensate the electrical charge of the latter. Following that, water and 1 M KCl were added using
the Solvate and Autoionize plugins of VMD.
4.11.2 Equilibration of the all-atom models
Table 4.2: The list of DNA channel simulations
Name Atoms
Equilibration (ns) Electric field simulation (mV; ns)
Position ENM Freea -250 -150 -100 -30 30 100 150 250
1H 1.4×105 48 14.4 137.6 0 0 768 768 768 768 0 0
4H1b 2.4×105 48 14.4 144 96 96 144 384 384 144 0 0
4H1-4H1b 4.0×105 48 14.4 361.9 96 0 0 0 0 0 0 96
4H1/4H1b 3.2×105 48 14.4 144 96 0 0 0 0 0 0 96
4H1 m1b 2.4×105 48 14.4 601 0 0 96 96 96 96 0 0
4H1 m2b 2.4×105 48 14.4 601 0 0 96 96 96 96 0 0
4H1 w/ lipidb 2.4×105 48 14.4 192 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 96
4H2 2.4×105 209.3 14.4 91.2 96 0 96 96 96 96 0 96
6H1 3.1×105 48 14.4 19.2 0 0 38.4 96 96 38.4 0 0
6H4b 1.8×106 48 14.4 19.2 0 0 38.4 96 96 38.4 0 0
6H5c 1.2×107 48 14.4 38.4 0 0 19.2 41.3 41.3 19.2 0 0
12Hb 1.5×106 48 14.4 19.2 0 0 38.4 96 96 38.4 0 0
16Hb,c 8.0×106 48 14.4 19.2 0 0 19.2 48 48 19.2 0 0
a Unconstrained simulation.
b Before position-constrained simulation, the structure of those channels were relaxed with ENRG MD [66].
c The position-constrained simulation were only performed on the 11-nm slab containing the lipid membrane.
Upon assembly, the channel systems were minimized using the conjugate gradient method for 1200 steps
to remove steric clashes. During the minimization process, all non-hydrogen atoms of the channel were
harmonically restrained (with the spring constant kspring = 1 kcal/(mol A˚
2)) to its initial coordinates. After
minimization, the channel systems were equilibrated under the NPT condition, where the number of atoms
(N), pressure (P) and temperature (T) were kept constant. The pressure was set to 1 atm using the Nose´-
Hoover Langevin piston method [117, 118]. The temperature was maintained at 295 K using a Langevin
thermostat [119]. The ratios of the system’s dimensions along the X- and Y-axis were constrained while the
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Z-axis was decoupled.
For systems with atom number < 5×106, the equilibration was performed using the following protocol:
In the first step of the equilibration protocol, the channel systems were simulated for 48 ns (209.3 ns
for 4H2) with all non-hydrogen atoms of the channel harmonically restrained (with the spring constant
kspring = 1 kcal/(mol A˚
2)) to its initial coordinates, allowing the lipid and water to equilibrate around the
channel, Equilibration with “Position” constraints in Table 4.2.
In the second step, spatial restraints were replaced by a network of harmonic restraints that maintained
distances between atomic pairs at their initial values; such elastic restraints excluded hydrogen atoms, phos-
phate groups, atoms in the same nucleotide and pairs separated by more than 8 A˚. The channel systems were
simulated under such elastic restraints for 14.4 ns; the spring constants of the restraints were decreased from
0.5 to 0.1 and then to 0.01 kcal/(mol A˚2) every 4.8 ns, Equilibration with “ENM” constraints in Table 4.2.
In the last step, the channel systems were simulated without any restraints for the time listed in “Free”
Equilibration Table 4.2.
The 4H1-4H1, 4H1/4H1 were built by taking the initial structure of two 4H1 and putting them side-by-
side after removing some (4H1-4H1) or all (4H1/4H1) lipid molecules between the 2 channels. Following
that, the two systems were equilibrated using the three-step protocol. The 4H1 m1 and 4H1 m2 were built
by using the equilibrated 4H1 and removing the corresponding DNA strands. After removal of the DNA
strands, the two systems were equilibrated without any restraints for 457 ns. The 4H1 w/ lipid was made by
adding a lipid molecule to the equilibrated 4H1. After adding the lipid molecule, the system was equilibrated
without any restraints for 48 ns.
To equilibrate the systems with atom number > 5×106 (6H5 and 16H), we first cut away an 11-nm slab
of the initial all-atom model containing the lipid membrane (5 nm thick) and the adjacent 6 nm-thick cross-
section of the solvated funnel. The resulting system was energy-minimized for 1200 steps and equilibrated
for 48 ns allowing the lipid bilayer and the solvent to adopt equilibrium conformation around the DNA
structure; the non-hydrogen atoms of DNA were restrained to maintain their initial coordinates during this
equilibration simulation. Following that, the equilibrated lipid bilayer and the surrounding solvent were
combined with the full-length channel structure; the resulting system was equilibrated for 14.4 ns under a
network of harmonic restraints. The harmonic restraints were gradually released following the same schedule
as in the case of the equilibration for smaller systems. Following that, the channels were simulated in the
absence of any restraints for the time listed in “Free” Equilibration Table 4.2.
For systems having atoms < 106, the systems’ coordinates were recorded every 2.4 ps. For systems with
106 < atoms < 5×106, the systems’ coordinates were recorded every 19.2 ps. For systems with atoms >
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5×106, the systems’ coordinates were recorded every 48 ps.
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Chapter 5
Rapid lipid scrambling by artificial
DNA scramblases
5.1 Introduction
The two leaflets of a mammalian cell’s plasma membrane are made up from chemically distinct cock-
tails of phospholipids [139]: choline-containing phosphatidylcholine (PC) and sphingomyelin (Sph) are pre-
dominantly found at the outer (exoplasmic) leaflet, whereas the inner (cytosolic) leaflet contains mostly
aminophospholipids phosphatidylethanolamine (PE) and phosphatidylserin (PS) [140–143]. Maintaining
such an asymmetric partitioning of phospholipids is critically important to the cell’s health. Loss of the
asymmetry can trigger irregulated apoptosis [144] and could lead to the development of the Alzheimer’s
disease [145]. Three groups of enzymes—flippases, floppases and scramblases [140, 141]— can move lipids
from one leaflet to the other. A flippase actively transports PE and PS lipids from outer to inner leaflets
whereas a floppase actively moves PC and Sph in the opposite direction. Both groups of enzymes use energy
of ATP hydrolysis to maintain the asymmetric distributions of lipids. Although phospholipids can sponta-
neously move from one leaflet to the other, the rate of such uncatalyzed transbilayer transport is very low
in comparison to the rate of the active transport.
In some critical events including cell activation, blood coagulation and apoptosis, the asymmetric par-
titioning of lipids must be rapidly dismantled. At the onset of such processes, a group of enzymes—
scramblases—are activated to passively and non-specifically transport the phospholipids down their con-
centration gradients [146–148]. Experimentally, the scrambling rate can be measured using a fluorescence
quenching assay [149–152]. The highest enhancement of the lipid scrambling rate in human cells was mea-
sured in platelets, 7.8 × 10−2 s−1, about two orders of magnitude faster than uncatalyzed scrambling rate
of 1.8 × 10−3 s−1 [153]. Defects in the enzyme-catalyzed scrambling of membrane phospholipids in blood
cells could hinder thrombin formation and lead to Scott syndrome [154]. In mammals, enzyme-catalyzed
exposure of PS lipid to the outer leaflet signals initiation of apoptosis which plays a role in the immune
response or removal of dead cells [155]. Impaired lipid scrambling has been shown to weaken the immune
system and evoke the autoimmune response by exposing self-antigen [155]. Thus, development of methods
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to repair and/or control lipid scrambling activity in cell membranes is of considerable medical interest.
Membrane-spanning DNA nanostructures have emerged as synthetic mimics of biological membrane
channels [9, 109, 110, 122–127]. The first lipid membrane-spanning DNA channel [9] was built using the
DNA origami method [8], which combines a long (tens of thousands of nucleotides) DNA strand with a
collection of short strands to form a prescribed three-dimensional (3D) structure via self-assembly. To date,
several origami-based large DNA channels [123,127] and considerably smaller, tile-like DNA pores [109,110,
122, 124–126] have been shown to insert into lipid bilayer membranes and transport water and inorganic
ions in response to a transmembrane bias of electrical potential. Larger-diameter DNA channels have
been shown to transport organic molecules [126, 127] including double-stranded DNA [9, 127]. Critical to
stabilizing insertion of a DNA channel into a lipid membrane was the decoration of the DNA structures
with hydrophobic anchors [9,110,122–127] or the removal of the negative charge of the DNA backbone [109].
Recently, we have shown that the smallest DNA channel can be built by decorating a single DNA duplex
with six porphyrin groups, which, upon insertion into a lipid membrane, promote the formation of a toroidal
water-filled pore surrounding the duplex. [122].
In this chapter, I show that such toroidal pores can act as scramblases, facilitating rapid mixing of lipids
from leaflets. For our study, we have chosen a DNA nanostructure consisting of four interconnected DNA
duplexes, two of which contain covalently linked cholesterol groups.
5.2 All-atom MD simulation of lipid scrambling facilitated by a
DNA nanostructure
Following a previously described method [122,123,129], we built all-atom models of the DNA nanostructures
embedded in the DPhPE lipid bilayer membrane and solvated in 1M KCl. The entire system was equilibrated
for ∼230 ns using the molecular dynamics (MD) method having the DNA nanostructure restrained to its
initial idealized conformation, which allowed the lipids and water to adopt an equilibrium configuration where
the head group of the lipid molecules surrounded the DNA nanostructure, forming a toroidal pore, Fig. 5.1A;
Please refer to the method section (Section 5.5) for the details of equilibration. The system was then
simulated without any constraint for∼2 µ; Fig. 5.1B shows the final configuration of the system. Comparison
of the initial and the final configurations, Fig. 5.1A and B , reveals that several lipids have completely
translocated from one leaflet to the other through the toroidal pore (indicates by red circles in Fig. 5.1B).
To gauge the magnitude of such spontaneous transleaflet transport, we computed the Z coordinate of each
lipid’s phosphorous atoms and its radial distance from the center of the DNA nanostructure, R, as a function
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Figure 5.1: All-atom MD simulation of lipid scrambling induced by a DNA nanostructure. (A,B) Microscopic
configuration of the simulated system at the beginning (panel A) and the end (panel B) of free equilibration
simulation. (Top) Cut-away view of the simulated system, showing a DNA nanostructure (blue and yellow
) embedded in a DphPE lipid membrane (gray) via cholesterol tags (red). The head groups of the DphPE
molecules found in the upper and lower leaflets of the bilayer at 0.2 µs are highlighted using purple and
green spheres, respectively. The semi-transparent molecular surface illustrates the volume occupied by 1 M
KCl electrolyte, revealing a toroidal water-filled pore surrounding the nanostructure. (Bottom) Top-view of
the simulated system; the electrolyte solution is not shown for clarity. The DphPE head groups that reside
at 0.2 µs in the lower leaflet of the bilayer are highlighted using red circles. (C, D) The radial distance from
the center of the nanostructure R (panel C) and the Z coordinate (panel D) of the phosphorus atoms of
several lipids during the simulation. The radial distance was computed relative to the center of mass of the
DNA nanostructure; Z=0 was defined to be at the center of mass of the lipid membrane. The black dashed
lines (at 0.23 µs) indicate the beginning of free equilibration. Data shown were sampled every 0.24 ns. (E) R
and Z traces of one lipid molecule (number 51, see panel B) undergoing a complete passage from the lower
to the upper leaflets of the bilayer. The data shown was sampled at 0.24 ns and averaged in 9.6 ns blocks.
(F) The cumulative number of membrane crossings versus simulation time. A linear fit (black line) yields
the average crossing rate of 16.7±0.54 lipids per µs; the error indicates the estimated standard deviation of
the non-linear least squares fit.
of the simulations time. In Fig. 5.1C and D, we plot Z and R dependences (shown as heat map) for only those
lipids that were found to move from one leaflet to the other (maxZ(t) > 1.75 nm and minZ(t) < −1.75 nm)
and by at least 6 nm toward or away from the nanostructure (maxR(t)−minR(t) > 6 nm).
Fig. 5.1E shows an example of one such translocation, where a lipid molecule is seen to move from
the bottom leaflet (Z > −1.75 nm) to the top one (Z > 1.75 nm), approaching the DNA nanostructure
(R < 3 nm) during the translocation process. Defining a membrane crossing event as such where the
phosphorus atom of a lipid molecule changes its Z coordinate from < −1.75 nm to > 1.75 nm or vice versa,
we plot in Fig. 5.1F the cumulative number of membrane crossings versus the simulation time. A linear
fit to the cumulative number of crossing events plot yields the average scrambling rate of 16.7 lipids per
µs. Similar spontaneous scrambling of lipids was observed in a repeat 2 µs simulation of the same DNA
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nanostructure embedded in a DPhPC lipid bilayer membrane.
5.3 Coarse-grained BD simulation of lipid scrambling
B D
CA
Brownian dynamics (BD)
All-atom (AA)
Figure 5.2: Time scale comparison for the all-atom MD and BD approaches. (A) All-atom model of a planar
DPhPC lipid bilayer. The head and tail parts of the lipids are colored in black and green, respectively. The
electrolyte solution (1 M KCl and 50 mM MgCl2) is shown using a semi-transparent molecular surface, ions
are not explicitly shown. (B) BD model of a planar lipid bilayer system. The green and yellow spheres
represent the phosphorus atoms of the lipid bilayer membrane in the upper and lower leaflet, respectively.
The color map illustrates a cross section of the potential energy grid that mimics the presence of the water-
lipid interface. (C) Mean squared displacement (MSD) of the phosphorus atoms (AA) and beads (BB)
versus intervals. (D) The 2-dimensional diffusivity in AA and BD simulation. The error bars are the
standard deviation between 4 quarters of the original trajectories.
To accurately determine the lipid scrambling rate and its dependence on the pore-to-lipid ratio, we built
a coarse-grained, Brownian dynamics (BD) representation of the toroidal pore surrounding a DNA nanos-
tructure. In the BD simulation, the lipid phosphorus atoms were modeled as point-like particles (beads). All
other atoms including the DNA nanostructure, lipid tail, and electrolyte solution were modeled implicitly.
The beads interacted with each other through a simple repulsive potential with a 10 A˚ cutoff, Fig. 5.4 in
Method Section 5.5. The diffusivity of each bead depended on its distance from the central axis of the pore
to mimic slowing due to interactions with the DNA nanostructure, Fig. 5.5 in Method Section 5.5. A 3D
grid-specified potential designed to mimic the lipid-accessible surface observed in our all-atom simulations
was applied to confine the diffusion of the beads (please see Method Section 5.5 and Fig. 5.6). Using the
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grid-specified potential, the steady-state local concentration of the lipid phosphorus atoms in all-atom MD
simulation was reproduced with the BD beads.
To compare the timescale between the all-atom MD simulation and the Brownian dynamics simulation,
a planar lipid bilayer without any DNA nanostructure or pore was simulated in both approach for ∼100
ns, Fig. 5.2. Fig. 5.2A and B are the illustrations of the planar lipid bilayer system in the all-atom MD
simulation (Fig. 5.2A) and the Brownian dynamics (Fig. 5.2B) simulation. Fig. 5.2C showed the average
planar mean squared displacements for each phosphorus atom or BD bead, which were then used for the
calculation of the 2-dimensional diffusivity (Fig. 5.2D), as described previously [89,156]. The 2-dimensional
diffusivity in the all-atom MD simulation and the Brownian dynamics simulation were consistent, suggesting
the timescales between the two approach were comparable.
Fig. 5.3A illustrates the distribution of the lipid head groups at the beginning after 48 µs of BD simulation.
After 48 µs, a significant portion of the beads migrated from one leaflet to the other, through the toroidal
pore. Fig. 5.3B shows the Z coordinate of two representative beads in BD simulations of the system
containing a lipid patch L = 24 nm on one side. Using the same definition of a crossing event as in the
all-atom MD simulations (maxZ(t) > 1.75 nm and minZ(t) < −1.75 nm), one can identify five crossing
events in Fig. 5.3B. Defining the time interval between two crossing events as τ and taking all lipid head
groups into account, we obtain a normalized probability of observing a crossing event, Fig. 5.3C, which can
be fitted by the following exponential distribution e(−t/τ◦)/τ◦, yielding the average crossing rate, 1/τ◦, of
23±1 µs−1. Thus, the average crossing rate observed in BD simulation is similar to that observed in all-atom
simulations.
In experiment, the scrambling rate is measured using a fluorescence phospholipids quenching assay. In the
assay, fluorescent 1-Oleoyl-2-[12-[(7-nitro-2,1,3-benzoxadiazol-4-yl)amino]dodecanoyl]-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine
(NBD-PC) or corresponding NBD-PE and NBD-PS derivatives are introduced to both leaflets of the mem-
brane of the sample cells or liposomes. The dithionite anion ([S2O4]
2−, usually in the form of Na2S2O4) is
then added to quench the fluorescence of NBD-modified lipids in the outer leaflet of the membrane. If the
scramblases are present and activated, the NBD-modified lipids from the inner leaflet would move to the
outer leaflet where they would be quenched by dithionite. The measured decay of fluorescence, F (t)/F (0),
is then approximated by a sum of two exponential functions [153,157]:
F (t)
F (0)
= Ae−k1t + (1−A)e−k2t (5.1)
where A and 1−A are the molar fractions of the populations whose fluorescence intensity decay with rates
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Figure 5.3: Brownian dynamics simulation of lipid scrambling. (A) Snapshots illustrating the distribution
of lipid head groups at the beginning (0 µs) and after 48 µs of Brownian dynamics simulation. Black and
yellow spheres represent lipid head groups initially located in the upper and lower leaflets of the bilayer,
respectively. The cyan semi-transparent surface schematically illustrates the volume accessible to lipid head
groups during the simulation; L denotes the size of the lipid patch. The size of the lipid patch L in the system
featured here is 12 nm. (B) Z coordinates of two representative lipid head groups. The horizontal lines (at
Z = ±1.75 nm) indicate the approximate boundaries of the upper and lower leaflets. To count as a crossing
event, a head group must move from the upper (Z > 1.75 nm) to the lower (Z < −1.75 nm) leaflets or vice
versa. The traces feature five such events; τ defines the interval between two consecutive crossing events.
The head group trajectories were sampled every 24 ns. (C) Normalized probability of observing a crossing
event within time interval τ . A fit to an exponential distribution (red line) yields the average crossing rate
1/τ◦ = 23 ± 1µs−1. The data was obtained from a 500 µs trajectory of the L = 24 nm system sampled
every 24 ns. (D) The fraction of lipid head group remaining in the upper leaflets of the bilayer versus time
elapsed from the beginning of the simulation. Data are shown for two systems differing by the size of the
lipid patch. Lipids reentering the leaflet were not included in the fraction calculation. The black dashed
line shows an exponential fits to the curves; the fitting parameter k is the scrambling rate. The dashed
lines plot the same quantity for randomly chosen lipids that would be labeled with a dye at experimental
conditions (the experimental labeling efficiency is one out of 100). (E) The simulated crossing rate (left
axis) and the scrambling rate (right axis) versus pore-to-lipid ratio. The data derive from BD simulations of
systems of different lipid patch size (L = 12, 16, 20, 24 and 36 nm). Scrambling rate extracted directly from
the simulation is plotted using squares. The dashed line plots k = r/ < τ◦ > curve; transparent triangles
indicate k = r / τ◦, where 1/ < τ◦ > and 1/τ◦ are system size-averaged and system size-specific lipid crossing
rates, respectively. The error bars indicate standard deviation.
k1 and k2, respectively. It is common to assume A to be the molal fraction of the fluorescently labeled lipids
in the inner leaflet and interpret k1 as the rate of lipid transport from the inner to the outer leaflet and
k2 as the rate of dithionite quenching of the fluorescently labeled lipids in the outer leaflet. Malvezzi et al
argued that both rate constants are complex functions of the rates of scrambling and of dithionite reduction,
and therefore do not represent distinct physical processes [158]. When scramblases are fully activated, the
entire process is limited by the quenching reaction and the fluorescence decay is well-described by a single
exponential function [158].
To determine the rate of lipid scrambling from BD simulations, we assumed quenching to occur instanta-
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neously and reduced Eq. 5.1 to a single exponential function F (t)/F (0) = e−kt. Thus, once a bead diffuses
from one leaflet to the other, it becomes “quenched” immediately and, hence, we can obtain F (t)/F (0)
by plotting the number of beads that have never ventured to the other leaflet as a function of simulation
time, Fig. 5.3D. Fitting the curve to the above expression yields the scrambling rate k. As expected, the
scrambling rate depends on the system size: faster scrambling is observed for a smaller lipid-patch sys-
tem, Fig. 5.3D. In experiment, fluorescently labeled lipids constitute 1∼3% of all lipids. We could mimic
such selective labeling by randomly choosing 1% of all beads (1 and 6 beads for L = 12 and 24 nm system,
respectively) to represent the NBD-modified lipids. The number of labeled lipids remaining in their original
membrane leaflet decreased in pronounced discrete steps, Fig. 5.3D, however, when average over all possible
realizations of the 1% labeling, the decay curve yielded the same average scrambling rate as when all lipid
trajectories were used for the analysis.
Table 5.1: The BD simulation of different lipid patch sizes
L (nm) Area (nm2) per pore r
12 144 0.0030
16 256 0.0017
20 400 0.0011
24 576 0.0008
36 1296 0.0003
To elucidate the dependence of the lipid crossing and scrambling rates on the pore density, we repeated
our BD simulation for a range of lipid patch sizes (L = 12, 16, 20, 24 and 36 nm, Table 5.1)) containing
the same toroidal pore. The lipid crossing rate, Fig. 5.3E, does not exhibit a strong dependence on the lipid
patch size, which we characterize using the pore-to-lipid ratio r computed using the average number of lipids
in one of the leaflets of the membrane. The scrambling rate, Fig. 5.3E, decreases with r. Surprisingly, a
simple mathematic expression k = r/ < τ◦ >, where 1/ < τ◦ > is the system-size averaged crossing rate,
can reproduce the simulated scrambling rate rather well. Thus, for the range of systems studied using the
BD approach, lipid diffusion toward the toroidal pore does not appear to be the rate limiting factor.
Previous analysis of in vitro scrambling experiments determined the rate of lipid crossing at 0 mM Ca2+
at ∼400 lipids per second and that at saturating Ca2+ concentrations to exceed 104 lipids per second [158].
The liposomes used in those in vitro experiments each contained approximately 106 lipid molecules and 5
copies of the TMEM16 scramblase, yielding the maximum average crossing rate per scramblase of 2×103.
In contrast, we found the lipid crossing rate produced by a DNA nanostructure to be in the range of 1.9–
2.6 × 107 lipids per second, about 3 orders of magnitude higher than the rate of the TMEM16 scramblase.
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5.4 Conclusion
In summary, we have shown that a synthetic DNA nanostructure can reproduce biological function of a
scramblase protein by inducing mixing of lipids that reside on opposite leaflets of a biological membrane. In
comparison to a biological scramblase, our synthetic scramblase mixes lipids much more rapidly, accelerating
lipid exchange between the leaflets by at least three orders of magnitude. By adding an activation mechanism
and ability to target plasma membranes of specific cell types, our present design of the DNA scramblase
can be made suitable for biometical applications. On demand, target cell-specific lipid scrambling can aid
patients suffering from deficient lipid scrambling or be used to trigger apoptosis of intruder cells, including
cells carrying cancer specific plasma membrane antigens. Disturbance of lipid homeostasis by synthetic
DNA nanostructures opens up a yet to explored direction for designing drugs and therapeutics for variety
of health conditions, which differs substantially from previously suggested potential applications of DNA
nanostructures as membrane-punching antimicrobial agents that release transmembrane fluxes of ions and
nutrients [159].
5.5 Simulation and analysis methods
5.5.1 AA MD simulation
Assembly of the simulation systems. The caDNAno designs of the DNA nanostructure were converted
to idealized all-atom structures using a previously described method [52]. To describe the cholesterol groups
covalently attached to DNA, chemical models of the attachments, including all atoms of the linkers, were
created; force field parameters were obtained using the CHARMM General Force Field (CGenFF) web-
server. Following the design of the DNA nanostructure, cholesterol groups were added to termini of select
DNA strands; the cholesterol groups were initially placed in the opposite directions relative to the DNA
nanostructure.
Before inserting into the lipid membrane, the DNA nanostructure structure was simulated using the
all-atom MD method for 1 ns in vacuum under a network of elastic restraints which allowed the structure to
globally relax its conformation [66]. The DPhPE lipid membranes were prepared by replicating a small patch
of a pre-equilibrated lipid bilayer. After merging the DNA nanostructure with the DPhPE lipid membrane,
DPhPE molecules located either within 3 A˚ of the nanostructure or inside the nanostructure were removed.
Following that, water and 1 M KCl were added using the Solvate and Autoionize plugins of VMD.
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Simulation of the all-atom models. Upon assembly, the entire system was minimized using the con-
jugate gradient method for 1200 steps to remove steric clashes. During the minimization process, all
non-hydrogen atoms of the DNA nanostructure were harmonically restrained (with the spring constant
kspring = 1 kcal/(mol A˚
2)) to its initial coordinates. After minimization, the DNA nanostructure system was
equilibrated under the NPT condition, where the number of atoms (N), pressure (P) and temperature (T)
were kept constant. The pressure was set to 1 atm using the Nose´-Hoover Langevin piston method [117,118].
The temperature was maintained at 295 K using a Langevin thermostat [119]. The ratio of the system’s
dimensions along the X- and Y-axis were constrained while the Z-axis was decoupled. In the first step of
the equilibration protocol, the DNA nanostructure was simulated for 205 ns with all non-hydrogen atoms
of the DNA nanostructure harmonically restrained (with the spring constant kspring = 1 kcal/(mol A˚
2)) to
its initial coordinates, allowing the lipid and water to equilibrate around the DNA nanostructure. Then,
the spring constants of the restraints were decreased to 0.5 and then to 0.1 kcal/(mol A˚2) every 4.8 ns.
In the second step, spatial restraints were replaced by a network of harmonic restraints that maintained
distances between atomic pairs at their initial values; such elastic restraints excluded hydrogen atoms, phos-
phate groups, atoms in the same nucleotide and pairs separated by more than 8 A˚. The DNA nanostructure
system was simulated under such elastic restraints for 14.4 ns; the spring constants of the restraints were
decreased from 0.5 to 0.1 and then to 0.01 kcal/(mol A˚2) every 4.8 ns. During all equilibration simulations
of the DNA nanostructure system, the system’s coordinates were recorded every 2.4 ps.
Production simulations were then performed on the Anton2 supercomputer using equivalent MD sim-
ulation parameters as described above for NAMD, except the Nose´ Hoover thermostat and the Martyna-
Tobias-Klein barostat were employed. The system’s coordinates were recorded every 240 ps.
5.5.2 BD simulation
General BD methods Since MD is computationally expensive, the motion of lipid headgroups was
modeled using Brownian dynamics (BD) simulation. BD achieves computational economy while keeping
molecular-level detail by modeling the solute using simplified point-like particles and the solvent implicitly
through interaction potentials [23, 160–168]. We used an in-house developed GPU-accelerated BD software
package called Atomic Resolution Brownian Dynamics (ARBD) to perform the BD simulations. Beads
representing lipid headgroups (specifically, phosphorus atoms) diffused through a 3D grid-specified potential
designed to mimic the lipid-accessible surface observed in our all-atom simulations. The beads interacted
through a simple repulsive potential with a 10 A˚ cutoff, see Fig. 5.4.
Each timestep of the simulation, the force on each bead was determined from the system configuration,
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Figure 5.4: The potential energy between BD beads as a function of inter-bead distance.
followed by an update of the coordinates using the following formula:
~ri(t+ δt) = ~ri(t) +
D(ri)δt
kBT
~Fi + ~∇D(ri)δt+
√
2D(ri)δt~w (5.2)
where ~r(t) is the position at time t, D(r) is the location-dependent diffusivity, ~F is the deterministic
force, δt is the timestep, kBT is the thermal energy, ~w is a 3D vector with elements selected randomly from
a standard normal distribution, and the subscript i indicates terms corresponding to particle i. In all BD
simulations with the toroidal pore, the timestep was 200 fs and the diffusivity of each bead depended on its
distance from the central axis of the pore to mimic slowing due to interactions with the DNA nanostructure,
see Fig. 5.5. The trajectory was recorded at 2.4 ns per frame.
BA All-atom Brownian dynamics
Figure 5.5: Local diffusivity of lipid head groups as a function of the distance to the central axis of the
DNA nanostructure R derived from the analysis of the all-atom MD simulation (panel A) and defined in BD
simulations of the toroidal pore (panel B). In panel A, the error bars indicate standard deviation evaluated
by bootstrapping the MD trajectory into four equal-length parts. The green area indicates the range of
lipid diffusivity values observed in the simulations of a planar DPhPC bilayer system. The membrane patch
simulated using the all-atom MD method is too small for the lipids to attain diffusive properties of a free
bilayer system. (B) The functional form of local diffusivity assumed in BD simulations of the toroidal pore
system.
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In the BD simulation of a planar lipid membrane (Fig. 5.2B), the timestep was 2 fs and the trajectory
was recorded at 2.4 ps per frame.
Creation of the potential grid. The potential grid was created using the gridData module in Python.
The following steps show how to create the potential grid for the L = 12 nm system. For all other systems,
simply change the grid dimensions in X and Y direction to the corresponding L.
Step 1: To make a 12 nm × 12 nm × 10 nm grid, a 3-dimensional grid with (12 + 2 × padding) × (12
+ 2 × padding) × (10 + 2 × padding) was first created. The padding is used as the buffer zone to avoid
numerical error which occurs at the boundary in convolution. The padding was set to 1 nm our protocol.
With a resolution of 0.1 nm, the range of X, Y and Z are -7 ≤ X < 7, -7 ≤ Y < 7 and -6 ≤ Z < 6 with a
minimal step of 0.1 nm. Each grid point can take a value, which represents the potential energy at the given
coordinate. In order to mimic the bilayer membrane, all of the grid points in -2.2 < Z < -1.8 and 1.8 < Z <
2.2 were set to be 100 and all other grid points were set to be 0, Fig. 5.6A. Although the bilayer membrane
has a higher potential energy now, the differences in the potential energy will be reversed later.
Step 2: The toroidal shape of the pore was made by the catenoid function in the cylindrical coordinates:
ρ = c× coshZ
c
(5.3)
where ρ =
√
X2 + Y2 and c was set to 2 . All grid points with 2.25 < ρ - c× coshZc < 2.75 and -1.8 < Z
< 1.8 were set to 100, Fig. 5.6B.
Step 3: To remove the high potential energy in the pore, all grid points with ρ - c× coshZc < 2.25 were
set to 0, Fig. 5.6C. Now, we have a pore in the lipid bilayer membrane.
Step 4: To increase the thickness of the pore, the grid was convolved with a spherical function with
radius 0.9 nm using the scipy.signal.fftconvolve function in Python, Fig. 5.6D.
Step 5: To reverse the potential energy difference, all grid points with values larger than 1 were set to 0
and all grid points with values less than 1 were set 100. Then, the grid was convolved with a Gaussian function
(µ = 1.1, σ = 0.2) to smooth the boundary between the low and high potential energy region, Fig. 5.6E.
Step 6: To remove the numerical error in the convolution, the grid was trimmed by removing the padding
which was added initially, Fig. 5.6F.
Initialization of the BD simulation. The initial coordinates X and Y of each bead were randomly gen-
erated using a homogeneous distribution within the range of the system dimension L. The initial coordinates
Z was set to be either 2 or -2 nm with equal probability. The number of beads was set to satisfy 0.878 nm2
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Figure 5.6: Generation of the 3D grid-based potential for BD simulation of the toroidal pore. The sequence
of images illustrate the six steps of the potential generation procedure. Each image shows the same cross
section of the 3D potential map; the plane of the cross section passes normal to the membrane through the
central axis of the toroidal pore.
area per bead.
5.5.3 Calculations of the lipid diffusivity
The lipid diffusivity was calculated using the protocol described previously [89,169]. The diffusivity can be
calculated from the Einstein relation on the Brownian motion:
2dfD = lim
t→∞
1
t
< (r(t)− r(0))2 > (5.4)
where df is the number of translational degrees of freedom and r(t) is the position of the molecule at
time t. Although the phosphorus atoms of the lipid were confined on a surface and did not satisfy the free
diffusion requirement, since I only needed to validate the BD simulation with the AA simulation and did
not need a quantitatively accurate calculation of the diffusivity, this approach was applied.
In practice, the trajectories were first aligned so that the center of the pore or the planar lipid membrane
was located at the origin. Then, the trajectories of the phosphorus atoms in the lipid molecule (AA) or
beads (BD) were extracted and cut into 20 ns segments. For position-dependent diffusivity, each segment
was categorized into groups based on the average radial distance from the origin with a bin size of 1 nm.
For the diffusivity of the planar lipid membrane (Fig. 5.2), all segments were in the same group. Next, the
mean square displacements d2 averaged over all molecules N for each group were calculated [170]:
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d2(t) =
1
N
∆t
T − t
N∑
i=1
T−t−1∑
t0=0
|r(t0)− r(t0 + t)|2 (5.5)
The first sum runs over the N molecules and the second sum runs over all time frames smaller than T − t,
where T is the sampling time (20 ns), t0 is the time of the first frame in the trajectory segment and ∆t is
the time between two frames. A linear least-squares fit of the mean-square displacement d2 as a function of
t was performed for each group. For planar 2-dimensional diffusivity (Fig. 5.2), the r(t) only considered the
X and Y coordinate of each atom and the diffusivity was given by 1/4 of the slope of the fitting line. For
3-dimensional diffusivity, the X, Y and Z coordinate of each atom were taken into account and the diffusivity
was 1/6 of the slope.
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